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1. Introduction

Faster, higher, stronger is not only the motto of the Olympic Games [1], a well-known slogan
in the world of work [2] and the title of several books of different genres, but paraphrases
also the striving for evolution in the field of technology. Researchers all over the world seek
for solutions in order to process and store the steady growing quantity of information. So
far, data is encoded magnetically in hard-disk drives which allows the storing of zettabytes
(1021 bytes) of information [3]. A few years ago, the semiconductor industry finally faced
the limits of Moore‘s Law [4]. It states that the number of transistors on a microprocessor
chip doubles every two years, together with its performance. This rule is restricted by the
heat accumulated in the chip circuit and by quantum effects e.g. the tunneling of electrons.
Both limits become more and more important when the length scales are reduced and result
in a need of alternative information processing schemes [5].
The discovery of the giant magnetoresistance [6] over three decades ago opened up the
field of spintronic as a promising candidate to overcome the limits of Moore’s Law. Spin-
tronic utilizes the close relationship between charge transport and the magnetic structure
and thereby, a spotlight is put onto interfaces and layered structures [7, 8]. The naming
originates from the words spin and electronics and is based on the two spin channel con-
cept proposed by Mott [9] and deals with spin dependent transport [10]. Spin angular
momentum can be carried by electrons, but also spin waves enable the transport of spin
information in magnetically ordered systems. The spin waves are conceptually proposed
by Bloch [11] almost one hundred years ago and the quanta of spin waves, the magnons,
are introduced. The related research field of magnonics aims at the realization of alternative
spin wave based information technology. A promising candidate of a storage bit is a chiral
spin configuration in form of a whirling spin texture, a so-called skyrmion. So far, it is an-
ticipated to be the building block of a novel generation of non-volatile magnetic memory
and logic devices with low power consumption and high storage density. The skyrmion is
named after the nuclear physicist Tony Skyrme [12] who developed a model for hadrons
describing particles that are stable due to their topological protection [13]. Skyrmions were
first experimentally observed in 2009 in a solid state environment [14] and can behave as
particles as they can be created, annihilated and moved. They are of small size and robust
against external perturbations. Nanoscale magnetic skyrmions are presumably even the
smallest spin textures in magnetic thin films in nature [3] and thus a perfect candidate for
technical applications as an ultradense memory [15].
The chiral interaction stabilizing the skyrmion is induced by an inversion symmetry break-
ing, for example at interfaces of magnetic thin films. A thin film is defined as thin, when
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its thickness is comparable to the width of the magnetic domain wall [16]. A configura-
tion hosting several symmetry breakings can be realized by multilayer stacks which are
composed of ultrathin magnetic layers in contact with heavy-metal thin films, allowing
the formation of skyrmions even at room temperature [16, 17]. The properties of the mag-
netic layers can be investigated by charge and spin transport [7] and therefore, by using
these techniques, we gain deeper insight into the skyrmion formation and the spin wave
propagation [18].
In order to use skyrmions as storage bits, basic functions to store and process information
are needed. The writing process is governed by the nucleation of individual skyrmions,
the processing part means displacing, creating and annihilating them, whereas the readout
is achieved by electrical detection [19]. A promising skyrmion-based storage device is
a skyrmion racetrack memory. The information is encoded by a sequence of individual
skyrmions in a magnetic track [20]. The decrease of the track width allows an increase of
the information density [21] and the skyrmions are detected by standard tunnel magnetore-
sistance devices [22]. Another auspicious next generation application are skyrmion-based
logic devices. These are realized by duplicating or merging skyrmions to perform basic
logic operations [23].

In this thesis, we investigate hybrid magnetic multilayers by means of charge and spin
wave transport in the spirit of fundamental research. These results pave the way towards
low-energy consuming, high-density, non-volatile storage and logic devices of a next gen-
eration. The thesis is structured as following:
In Chapter 2, we introduce multilayers and hybrid multilayers, as well as their detailed
compositions used in this thesis. Its fabrication process via optical and electron lithography
is presented for the two different experimental parts of this thesis.
In Chapter 3, we investigate the charge transport inside the multilayer, focusing on two
magnetoresistance effects, namely the spin Hall magnetoresistance and the anisotropic
magnetoresistance in textured thin films.
It is followed up by spin wave transport experiments in Chapter 4, with an analysis of the
ferromagnetic resonances and propagating spin wave resonances.
In Chapter 5, we sum up our findings and take a look beyond to possible future investiga-
tions based on the work presented in this thesis.
In the Appendix, in Sec. A.1 an overview over all fabricated and analyzed samples is given,
in Sec. A.2 details on the theoretical derivation of the anisotropic magnetoresistance in tex-
tured thin films are presented. In Sec. A.3 and A.4 the fabrication schemes for samples
investigated via charge and spin wave transport are listed. Finally, in Sec. A.5 the Mathe-
matica code of the simulation of an in-plane propagating spin wave resonance in a 20 nm

thick Co25Fe75 ferromagnetic thin film is provided.
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2. Methods

The field of nano-magnetism is based on state-of-the-art nanostructuring processes of a
multitude of novel materials and their associated phenomena such as magnetoresistance
effects and magnetization dynamics at the nanoscale. Magnetoresistance measurements al-
low studying the orientation of the magnetization in nanostructures with electrical means,
providing a pathway towards spintronic applications. Magnetization dynamics can be
investigated by RF techniques using e.g. ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and reveal nu-
merous parameters of the magnetic system, allowing to systematically investigate it. In
general, nano-magnetism enables on one hand enlargement of data storage densities and
on the other hand downsizing material thicknesses to only a size comparable to an atomic
layer and study their magnetic properties. These ultrathin layers can be incorporated
in magnetic heterostructures, which add even further functionality to the materials and
can stabilize exotic magnetic phases like for instance topological spin textures (so called
skyrmions) in nanostructures. A promising candidate to stabilize such topological spin
textures at room temperature is a magnetic multilayer (ML), which is composed of stacks
of ultrathin magnetic layers in contact with heavy-metal thin films [17]. These heterostruc-
tures develop magnetic properties different from its separate building blocks [24]. The
investigation of such ML thin film heterostructures was the main part of this thesis. The
specific composition of the ML structure and its fabrication process are explained in Sec.
2.1. In more detail, we first describe the sputter deposition process and the technique of op-
tical lithography in Sec. 2.2 to pattern the ML structures. Finally, we present the obtained
measurement structures suitable to either study charge or spin wave transport in Sec. 2.2.1
and 2.2.2.

2.1. Magnetic Multilayers

A presently highly investigated field of nano-magnetism deals with very small-scale struc-
tures of ultrathin films with a thickness of a few atomic layers [7]. In this thickness regime
interface effects play an important role and can greatly affect the properties of these ultra-
thin materials. Thus ML structures with ultrathin magnetic films, adjacent to heavy-metal
films, allow obtaining dramatically different magnetic properties than in bulk magnetic
materials [25]. The choice of the single materials in the ML determines the magnetic proper-
ties, for example the damping or the type of interaction between the layers. In this thesis the
main stack of the ML is a trilayer consisting of the heavy-metal Platinum (Pt), the itinerant
ferromagnet Co25Fe75 (CoFe) and the heavy-metal Iridium (Ir). This trilayer is repeated N
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times (see Fig. 2.1.1a) and leads to skyrmion formation due to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya-
interaction. CoFe is used as the ferromagnetic material due to its beneficial damping char-
acteristics. It approaches the low Gilbert damping regime of insulating ferromagnets with
slight enhanced damping induced by additional electron-phonon-scattering events [26–
28]. The trilayer is deposited onto a set of seed layers of Tantalum (Ta), Pt and Copper
(Cu) on top of a Si(100)-substrate, with an 1 µm thick thermally grown SiO2 layer. The
Ta film serves for enhanced substrate adhesion and induces a suitable crystallinity [29]
whereas the Pt thin film allows stabilizing the growth of CoFe films with fcc-(111)-texture
and induces an overall (111)-texturing of the ML [30]. Cu is chosen in order to reduce the
damping of the ML caused by the Pt seed layer [31]. On top of the repeated trilayer, the
structure is covered with a set of cap layers to prevent it from oxidation. The used mate-
rials are Ruthenium (Ru) and Ta. A further development of the ML structure is achieved
by evolving it to a hybrid ML structure, as sketched in Fig. 2.1.1a. On top of the N -times
repeated trilayer an additional layer of CoFe is deposited. The additionally introduced
ferromagnetic layer (FM) is separated from the ML by a spacer layer. It is made of Ru
allowing to adjust the static interlayer exchange coupling between ML and FM. The hy-
brid structure can be investigated regarding general magnetic properties and the relation
to its single components ML and FM. Not only the number of repetitions of the trilayer
influence the magnetic properties, but also the thickness of each ultrathin film layer. It is
denoted in nm in parenthesis for the respective material and a possible stack sequence
is e.g. Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.75)/CoFe(1.0)/Ir(0.45)]7/Ru(0.9)/CoFe(5)/Ru(2)/Ta(2).
Here presented is a hybrid ML system consisting of a ML with seven repeated trilayers
and a 5 nm thick FM. All used sample sequences are listed in the appendix in Tab. A.1.1.

The deposition of ultrathin film layers is done by using a magnetron sputter deposition
process performed by the SUPERBOWL facility at the WMI (see Fig. 2.1.1b). This tech-
nique enables coating of substrates with different materials in ultrahigh vacuum to achieve
high quality thin film samples with enhanced interface cleanliness [32]. The principle of
sputtering involves a controlled release of material atoms towards the substrate. In detail,
positively charged ions of a gas plasma are accelerated towards a high purity target ma-
terial in Argon atmosphere, causing a collision cascade inside the target and allowing the
leave of secondary electrons, surface atoms and maybe even clusters of atoms. The target
atoms travel towards the substrate placed face-down above the target and the target mate-
rial is coating the substrate surface as a thin film. To enhance the path the incoming Argon
ions can travel before they collide inside the target, the deposition pressure is typically in
the low 10−3 mbar range. Operation at such low gas pressures leads to a reduced density of
gas atoms to be ionized which equals a reduction of sputtered material. To overcome this
issue, the targets are mounted inside a magnetron with an outer anode ring and a center
cathode. Magnets beneath the magnetron enable trapping of electrons close to the target to
enhance the probability of gas ionization [26]. The SUPERBOWL facility allows to sputter
different magnetic and non-magnetic materials with very short time periods between the
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(a) (b)

seed layers

Pt
CoFe
Ir

spacer
FM

N

cap layers

Figure 2.1.1.: ML components and fabrication (a) A sketch of a hybrid ML consisting of a ML
and a FM. Dashed layers evolve a ML to a hybrid ML. N denotes the number
of repetitions of the trilayer of Pt, CoFe and Ir. (b) The opened SUPERBOWL
chamber with eight magnetrons. The photo is taken by M. Althammer.

different material deposition processes. This allows to prevent an oxidation of underlying
recently sputtered films and to provide a large flexibility during the sputter process [32].
The thin films can be sputtered in sub-nm thicknesses determined by tuneable deposition
rates.

2.2. Lithography

The sputter deposited ML and hybrid ML are the samples to be investigated regarding
charge and spin wave transport. In order to apply a magnetic field, dc or ac currents and
to record the induced signals, the MLs are structured into mesa structures with electrical
connection possibilities. Two different sample designs are used in this thesis. Magneto-
transport measurements (see chapter 3) are performed with Hall bar samples whereas spin
wave propagation (see chapter 4) is investigated by spin waveguides with coplanar waveg-
uides (CPW) antennas. Both involve structure sizes in the low µm range and therefore need
techniques for precise micropattering. The ML are patterned by either direct laser or elec-
tron beam lithography. Both techniques are described in the following.

A sketch of the laser and electron beam lithography process is given in Fig. 2.2.1. The
process starts with preparing the SiO2 substrate. In an ultra-sonic bath, Aceton and Iso-
propanol is used to clean the substrate. Afterwards, it is dried with nitrogen gas. As the
sample is treated in surrounding air, water molecules can adsorb onto the surface of the
substrate. By heating the substrate, the molecules can be desorbed. An optional adhesion
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promoter is used to modify the substrate surface for optimal resist wetting and resist adhe-
sion [33]. Using a spin coater, a homogeneous layer of positive resist is dispensed onto the
substrate. Positive resist allows a direct relation between the exposed areas and the final
metal structures. Remaining solvents are removed by baking the sample, in the so-called
softbake process step [34]. In both, laser and electron lithography processes the respective
beam "writes" the desired structures into the resist by exposing the areas of the pattern. Ex-
posing causes a change in the chemical composition of the resist to increase the solubility
when treating the sample with a developer solution. An additional baking step, the post
exposure bake, can be introduced to enhance the resistance of the exposed areas against
solvents in further process steps. Subsequent developing dissolves the exposed areas. The
substrate is sputter deposited with different metallic thin films. The last fabrication step re-
veals the written structure. The so-called lift-off with Aceton removes the resist structures
together with unwanted deposited thin film metals. Exposed patterns are also covered
with metals but lack the underlying resist. Therefore they are not removed in the lift-off
process and remain as metal structures directly on top of the substrate surface [35].

substrate (SiO2)

photoresist

laser or
electron beam

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

metal coating

Figure 2.2.1.: Lithography process. The figure is adapted from [26]. (a) The SiO2 substrate is
cleaned and pretreated. (b) Resist is applied by spin coating and the sample is
treated with heat. (c) A laser or electron beam exposes parts of the resist in order
to "write" the desired structure. (d) The development shows the modification of
the resist. (e) Material is deposited. (f) The lift-off dissolves the resist and reveals
the fabricated metal structure.

Whether laser or electron beam lithography is chosen, depends on the smallest size of struc-
tures to write [36] and their complexity. This enhances the time efficiency of the fabrication

6
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process. Hall bar structures with smallest parts of 1 µm are fabricated via laser lithography.
The Hall bar is written in one lithography step and the technique allows a straight-forward
structure design and writing process. The CPW structures are patterned by electron beam
lithography. As several writing steps are needed and structures of sizes smaller than 1 µm

have to be fabricated, this technique is favorable.

2.2.1. Charge Transport

Charge transport is investigated by samples patterned into Hall bar mesa structures via
laser lithography. Only one lithography step is needed, as the whole Hall bar is consisting
of the respective ML and no further metal parts are used for electrical current application
or voltage detection. Several Hall bars are written on one substrate (see Fig. 2.2.2a) in case
of malfunctioning of some of them. The contact pads around the horizontal ML strip are
electrically connected to a chip carrier (yellow) by Aluminum wire wedge bonding. By
bonding on top of the cap layer, we assume the current to flow, inter alia, inside the ML. As
visible in Fig. 2.2.2b, the contact pads on the left and right of the ML allow to drive a current
along the strip, whereas the contact pads either both above or below are for recording the
induced longitudinal voltage differences. The ML strip is of the width b =30 µm and the
distance between the transverse Hall bar contacts is l =99 µm.

(a)

I

V

(b) (c)

200µm

 70µm

Figure 2.2.2.: Fabricated Hall bars (a) A sample with several Hall bars is glued on a chip carrier
(yellow). The contact pads of a Hall bar are electrically connected to pins (silver
and brown) on the chip carrier by bond wires. (b) Microscopy image of a Hall bar
with a horizontal ML strip as current line (contact pads left and right). The four
contact pads above and below are connected via narrow conduction lines. The
longitudinal voltage is exemplary measured between the lower two contact pads.
(c) A magnified microscopy image with visible fine vertical conduction lines.

The samples were measured at room temperature, but in a temperature stabilizing setup
to avoid thermal drifts. The magnetic field to cause changes in the resistivity of the ML is
applied via electromagnets.

7
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2.2.2. Spin Wave Transport

The spin wave propagation is strongly dependent on the dimensions and geometry of the
magnetic medium in which the spin wave travels. In the following experiments, the spin
wave is propagating in a CPW structure under the restriction of full saturation of the mag-
netization in the ML. The choice of using waveguides relies on their favorable properties.
Waveguides allow for measurements over a broad frequency range as well as a wide range
of wavelengths [37]. They further enhance the transmission efficiency of the spin wave
and enable defining the mainly excited wave vector of the propagating spin wave by the
dimensions of the CPW antenna [38].

(a) (b)(b) (c)
400µm  12µm

Figure 2.2.3.: Fabricated spin wave propagation sample (a) A sample with several structures is
glued onto a CPW. The antenna structure is bonded to the transmission line of the
CPW and the ground. (b) A microscopy image of one structure. The horizontal
(dark grey) ML strip is covered with two grounded antennas (brown). The ground
is marked. (c) A magnified microscopy image of the ML strip with two antennas.

The fabrication process of these structures is more complicated than the process of the
previously presented Hall bars as several individual lithography steps are taken. The first
step allows to pattern the ML into a strip visible as grey horizontal line in Fig. 2.2.3b and
c. The next steps place a CPW antenna structure on top of the ML allowing to electrically
connect it (see brown/golden parts in Fig. 2.2.3b and c). The antenna structure is reaching
from the actual antenna on top of the ML to a ground pad at the other end. The outer two
parts of each antenna are connected to the ground "frame" around the written structure.
Several lithographed samples are written on one substrate which is glued onto a CPW
(white area around the substrate in Fig. 2.2.3a). The conduction line of the CPW is the
horizontal line framed by dots (ground) in which the micro wave is propagating. The
pattern design enables several types of measurements, but only an ac measurement is used
in this thesis. Therefore, the contact pads above and below the 2 µm thick ML strip are
connected to the conduction line of the CPW and the outer "frame" of each structure is
connected to the ground of the CPW. The conduction line of the CPW ends in the grounded
center pins of the silver endlaunches (see Fig. 2.2.3a). The whole measurement setup is
explained in chapter 4.1.3.
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3. Charge Transport

Designing spin-dependent transport properties of magnetic materials form the basis of en-
gineering spintronic devices as e.g. magnetic sensors and data storages [8]. Their electrical
conductance mainly depends on their magnetization configuration which is expressed by
the magnetoresistance effects [39] and displays the magnetotransport inside the magnet.
In the following, theory on spin currents in Sec. 3.1.1 and a related magnetoresistance ef-
fect, the spin Hall magnetoresistance in Sec. 3.1.2 is given. The theory is completed by the
anisotropic magnetoresistance in Sec 3.1.3. Measurements about magnetotransport begin
with angle resolved investigations in Sec. 3.2 including the description of AMR in textured
thin films in Sec. 3.2.1 and the parallel resistor model in Sec. 3.2.2. This magnetotransport
chapter is then concluded by field resolved measurements in Sec. 3.3.

3.1. Theoretical Concepts

Magnetoresistance in general describes the behavior of the electrical resistance of a material
depending on an external applied magnetic field [40, 41]. This chapter, we take a closer
look at two different magnetoresistance effects, the spin Hall magnetoresistance and the
anisotropic magnetoresistance. We start with a brief overview of charge and spin currents
in Sec. 3.1.1, followed up by an explanation of the spin Hall effect (SHE), the spin Hall
magnetoresistance (SMR) in Sec. 3.1.2 and the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) in
Sec. 3.1.3 as underlying principles of the presented measurements. Most importantly, we
focus on the AMR in (111)-textured ferromagnetic thin films as a special case of the general
AMR behavior in ferromagnetic materials.

3.1.1. Spin Currents

Mobile charge carriers in an electrical conductor possess both, a charge and an angular-
momentum degree of freedom, the so-called spin. Therefore, a flow of charge carriers
allows for charge current transport and spin current transport [42]. A simple model to
describe both charge and spin transport, utilizes a two-spin channel model [43], accounting
for two different spin orientations up (↑) or down (↓) of the electrons both contributing to
the charge and spin transport. In this two-spin channel model, the total charge current
density jq is expressed by the sum of two spin-dependent contributions

jq = j↑ + j↓ . (3.1)
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Here, j↑/j↓ is the charge current density of the spin-up/-down electrons. In similar manner,
the spin current density can be written in units of the reduced Planck constant ~ per unit
area and per second

js =
~
2e

(j↑ − j↓) . (3.2)

Referring to this model, a pure charge current bears the same number of spin-up and spin-
down electrons moving in the same direction and transporting a finite amount of charge,
but no spin momentum [44]. In contrast, a pure spin current is the net flow of equally
numbered spin-up and spin-down electrons in opposite direction without transporting
any charge [45]. Interestingly, spin currents can flow in electrical conductors via mobile
charge carriers as well as in magnetically ordered materials via quantized magnetic lattice
excitations [42].
An instance of the interconnection of spin transport and charge transport is the SHE effect
[45] which will be addressed in the next section. It was already first described in 1971 [46]
and is now an established method to create pure spin currents.

3.1.2. Spin Hall Effect and Spin Hall Magnetoresistance

SHE is the conversion of electrical current into a transverse spin current due to spin-
dependent transverse velocities. This velocity is attained by mobile charge carriers while
traversing a material with finite spin-orbit interaction (SOI). It is caused by extrinsic scat-
tering effects and intrinsic bandstructure effects [16] and is sufficiently enhanced in heavy
metals [47]. The inverse spin Hall effect (iSHE) is the reciprocal conversion from an injected
spin current into a transverse electrical current. iSHE is now an common method to detect
spin currents [45]. In SHE and iSHE the electric current flow Jq, spin current flow Js and
spin current polarization σ of conduction electrons are orthogonal to each other [10]

Js = αSH

(
− ~

2e

)
Jq × σ . (3.3)

The efficiency of SHE is expressed by the material specific spin Hall angle αSH [48].

In detail the relevant processes in SHE can be retraced in Fig. 3.1.1a. Starting with apply-
ing a charge current density jq to a normal metal (NM), the equally numbered spin-up and
spin-down electrons move in the same direction along the sample. Due to spin-dependent
transverse velocities, the respective type of electrons are deflected in opposite direction,
creating a spin current density js transverse to the jq. The spin polarization σ is orien-
tated perpendicular to both currents densities. In the case of an open spin current circuit
boundary condition, where js = 0 is met at the edges of the NM, the js results in a spin ac-
cumulation on the transverse sides of the sample, creating a gradient in the spin-dependent
electrochemical potential µs. This gradient creates a diffusive spin current backflow com-
pensating the via SHE induced spin current. Therefore, in a steady state configuration,
there is no net transverse spin current flow. We briefly consider the opposite case of a

10
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short-circuited boundary condition. Here the µs = 0 is given at the sample edges, allowing
µs to be shorted. This results in a js to flow through the lateral faces of the sample and
the effective path of the electrons is enhanced. Taking a look at the longitudinal resistivity
ρlong which can be extracted here, ρlong is increased in this case. The different boundary
conditions result in a change in the ρlong.

σ σ

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1.1.: Sketch of SHE and iSHE inside a sample. The figure is adapted from [42]. (a) SHE:
A charge current is applied along the sample. Due to spin-dependent transverse
velocities, a spin current is transversely induced with a perpendicular orientated
spin polarization. In steady state and open circuit configuration, spin is accumu-
lated at the sample edges and the net transverse spin current flow vanishes. (b)
iSHE: A spin current leads to a transverse charge current and a spin polarization
oriented ⊥ jj, jq.

The inverse mechanism iSHE depicted in Fig. 3.1.1b, is created via an applied spin current
with the same number of spin-up and spin-down electrons moving in opposite direction.
The spin-dependent transverse velocities force the electrons in the same direction resulting
in a charge current transverse to jq and σ.

Combining the SHE and iSHE effect allows to explain the processes taking place in SMR
[45]. The involved basic principles will be addressed in the following. SMR was detected
in material systems with magnetically ordered insulators adjacent to a NM. It influences
the resistance of the NM depending on the orientation of the magnetic order parameter
of the magnetically ordered material (MO) [42]. The heterostructure consisting of NM and
MO is depicted in Fig. 3.1.2. It allows to switch gradually between the two cases of an open
or closed spin current circuit boundary condition of the SHE by progressive changes of the
magnetization orientation in the MO with respect to the spin polarization σ of the adjacent
NM. Sketched in Fig. 3.1.2a, a jq flowing through the NM induces js in the NM via the SHE
in the direction across the NM/MO interface. σ is perpendicular to both flows. Directly
at the interface, js exerts at torque on the magnetic order parameter of the MO [49]. The
relevant interface property to determine the transport across the interface is the so-called
spin mixing conductance [50]. If M of the MO is not parallel (noncollinear) to σ, spin
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angular momentum js transfers from NM to MO. The spin current can then be absorbed by
the MO.
In Fig. 3.1.2b M is perpendicular to jq and thus collinear to σ. The spin current cannot
be absorbed by the magnetization, but is reflected at the NM/MO interface and spin is
accumulated. The third configuration in which M is pointing towards the interface can be
handled in the same way as in 3.1.2a: the magnetization is noncollinear to σ and can absorb
js. The absorption of spin current in general leads to a reduction of the spin accumulation
at the interface, acting as additional loss channel. Consequently, the resistivity of the NM
increases, whereas a reflection of js at the interface results in a decrease of the resistivity. In
short, this can be expressed as ρM⊥σ > ρM‖σ [51].

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1.2.: Scetch of the SMR effect. The figure is adapted from [42]. (a): M is noncollinear
to σ, resulting in a transfer of spin current across the interface into the MO. (b): M
is collinear to σ, resulting in a spin accumulation at the interface and no transfer
into the MO.

In order to quantitatively describe the SMR, one can express the longitudinal resistivity as
a function of the magnetization direction of the MO [52]. The calculations are based on a
spin-diffusion approximation in the NM layer in presence of SOI and quantum mechanical
boundary conditions at the interface between NM and MO [45]. The SMR expression is
then modulated by the magnetization direction via the spin transfer [53]. A simplified
expression is given in the following

ρlong = ρ0 + ρ1(1−m2
t ) , (3.4)

with components of the magnetization orientation m = (mj,mt,mn) denoting their pro-
jection of the magnetic order parameter onto the direction of the current j, the transverse
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direction t and the surface normal direction n [54] (see Fig. 3.2.1). Overall, m is related
to the magnetization M via m = M/Ms [51] by means of the saturation magnetization Ms

and we further use the relation m2
j + m2

t + m2
n = 1 [55]. ρ0 is accounting for the field in-

dependent part of the resistivity, ρ1 displays the change in modulation of the amplitude of
the resistivity.

For our ML system, we employ CoFe as alternative to an insulating MO. As SMR is based
on a flowing spin current through the interface controlled by the magnetization orienta-
tion of the MO, the material combination with metals instead of insulating MO is equally
possible to investigate SMR. As seen in further research, SMR could already be detected in
weakly conducting magnetic materials [56] and metallic bilayers [57].

3.1.3. Anisotropic Magnetoresistance

SMR allows to obtain valuable information on the spin configuration inside the sample via
electrical transport measurements [49]. Another equally suitable technique is to measure
the AMR. Whereas the resistivity in SMR depends on the angle between M of the MO
and σ in the NM, AMR in contrast is defined via the angle between the direction of the
magnetization and the direction of the charge current [51]. Firstly detected by Thomson in
1857, it paved the way to several sensor technologies [58].

θ
Jq

M

H

Jq

M

H

ρ⊥

Jq

M

H

ρ∥

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1.3.: AMR in a thin film (a) Arbitrary angle between the current direction and the mag-
netization direction defined by the angle θ (b) perpendicular resistivity configura-
tion (c) parallel resistivity configuration.

AMR describes the longitudinal electric resistivity of magnetically ordered materials de-
pending on the magnetization direction with respect to the direction of the electrical cur-
rent. It arises from spin-orbit interaction and can phenomenologically be described by a
resistivity tensor for homogeneously magnetized materials. The tensor is a function of
the magnetization and current direction relative to crystallographic axes [39]. A possible
resistivity tensor [59] can be formulated using the transverse and longitudinal electrical
resistivities ρ⊥ and ρ‖ for current directions perpendicular or parallel to the magnetization
(see Fig. 3.1.3b and c) [60] with symmetry restrictions according to literature [61]. Under
the assumption of magnetization in z-direction (see tensor structure) and using the resis-
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tivity ρH representing the contribution from AMR in transversal direction, the resistivity
tensor results in:

ρij =

 ρ⊥ ρH 0

−ρH ρ⊥ 0

0 0 ρ‖

 . (3.5)

For arbitrary orientations of the magnetization to the current direction, we introduce the
angle θ between the current direction J and the direction of the magnetization m according
to Fig. 3.1.3a. Using the resistivity tensor (3.5) and the relation between the electrical field
strength E and ρ by Ohm’s law, we obtain an expression for the resistivity as function of θ.
It is reformulated due to convenient use in further calculations.

ρ =
E ◦ J
J2

= ρ⊥ + (ρ‖ − ρ⊥) cos2(θ)

=
ρ‖ + 2ρ⊥

3
+ (ρ‖ − ρ⊥)

(
cos2(θ)− 1

3

)
.

(3.6)

Introducing the abbreviations of the average resistivity ρ̄ = 2
3ρ⊥+ 1

3ρ‖ and the spontaneous
resistance anisotropy ∆ρ = ρ‖ − ρ⊥ allows to formulate the AMR ratio.

AMR ≡ ρ− ρ̄
ρ̄

=
∆ρ

ρ̄

(
cos2(θ)− 1

3

)
. (3.7)

The AMR ratio is the difference of the resistivity in saturation to the averaged value nor-
malized to it [58]. The AMR shows a clear cos2-dependence.

In the following, we want to focus on AMR traces in (111)-textured thin films [62] which
are assumed to be present in our samples due to the Pt thin film layers. The theory on
describing this effect is rather lengthy and will be addressed in more detail in appendix
A.2. The longitudinal resistivity can be expressed as follows:

ρlong = ρ0 + ρ1m
2
j + ρ2m

2
n + ρ3m

4
n + ρ4m

2
nm

2
j . (3.8)

Depending on the geometry in which we are measuring, terms of Eq. (3.8) either vanish
or persist, thus determining the resistivity behavior. The geometries are explained in the
following chapter.

3.2. Angle Resolved Measurements

The characterization of SMR and AMR in our MLs is done by investigating the longitudinal
resistivity of our samples. This value can be extracted from the measured longitudinal
voltage Vlong by use of the dimensions of our Hall bar sample structure (see chapter 2.2.1)

ρlong =
Vlong

I

b

l
d , (3.9)
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using the parameters of the width of the center stripe b, the distance between the contacts
l, the sample film thickness d and the applied dc current I along the Hall bar.
To study effects of SMR and AMR in our samples, we measure the magnetoresistance as
a function of the magnetization orientation. In these so-called angle dependent magne-
toresistance (ADMR) experiments, we determine the longitudinal resistivity (one can also
record the transversal) while rotating the externally applied magnetic field h = H/H at a
fixed field amplitude H within three orthogonal rotation planes [49]. The magnetic field
magnitude is sufficiently large to fully saturate the sample and its magnetization is thus
always aligned parallel to the external magnetic field. Both, SMR and AMR have a char-
acteristic behavior depending on the measurement geometry and can thus be extracted
from the measured data. The geometries illustrated in Fig. 3.2.1 can be distinguished from
each other by the plane in which the magnetic field is rotating. The planes are spanned by
vectors pointing along characteristic directions of the Hall bar. This introduces a Cartesian
coordinate system which is applicable onto our structures. The vectors are the unit vectors
of the current direction j along the Hall bar, the surface normal n pointing out-of-plane
(OOP) to the sample surface and the transverse direction t = n× j across the Hall bar [51,
55]. The angle to characterize each measurement geometry classifies the plane, in which
the field is rotating and are called α, β or γ for the respective geometries in-plane (IP),
OOPJ and OOPT. α is allowing to rotate the field in the n-t-plane, IP to the sample. In
OOPJ, β rotates the magnetic field in the j-t-plane. In OOPT, the external magnetic field is
rotated by the angle γ in the j-n-plane.

γ

h

j

t

n

h
j

t

n

α

β
h

j

t

nip oopj oopt

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2.1.: Sketch of the rotation planes in the geometry (a) IP (b) OOPJ and (c) OOPT. The
figure is taken from [42].

Having introduced the measurement geometries, the longitudinal resistivity modulations
due to SMR given by Eq. (3.4) can be expressed:

ρSMR,IP
long = ρSMR

0 + ρSMR
1 cos2(α) , (3.10)
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ρSMR,OOPJ
long = ρSMR

0 + ρSMR
1 cos2(β) , (3.11)

ρSMR,OOPT
long = ρSMR

0 + ρSMR
1 . (3.12)

In the same way, the longitudinal resistivities for AMR in (111)-textured thin films can be
expressed for the respective field rotation by the use of (??) (in detail see appendix A.2)

ρAMR,IP
long = ρAMR

0 + ρAMR
1 cos2(α) , (3.13)

ρAMR,OOPJ
long = ρAMR

0 + ρAMR
2 cos2(β) + ρAMR

3 cos4(β) , (3.14)

ρAMR,OOPT
long = ρAMR

0 + ρAMR
1 sin2(γ) + ρAMR

2 cos2(γ)

+ ρAMR
3 cos4(γ) + ρAMR

4 cos2(γ) sin2(γ) .
(3.15)

These equations allow to investigate SMR and AMR in (111)-textured thin films in our
measured longitudinal resistivities. In IP configuration, SMR shows a cos2-behavior with
maximal signal for magnetization orientations parallel to the direction of the current. AMR
also shows a 180°-symmetry but depending on the sign of ρAMR

1 , a cos2-like or sin2-like be-
havior of the resistivity is given. In the first case, SMR and AMR are thus not discernible
from each other in IP, in the second case, we can identify the respective magnetoresistance
effect. In OOPJ configuration, SMR has a cos2-modulation of the resistivity with maximal
signal for the magnetization parallel to the surface normal. AMR shows the same trace,
but introduces a broadening of the maximal or minimal resistivity due to an additional
cos4-term. In OOPT geometry, SMR exhibits a constant behavior as a function of the mag-
netic field orientation. In contrast, the AMR displays an angle dependence up to cos4 and
also depending on the ratios between ρAMR

0 , ρAMR
1 , ρAMR

2 , ρAMR
3 and ρAMR

4 a 90◦-symmetry
due to the contribution of ρ4. In summary, the SMR is completely included in the descrip-
tion of the AMR in (111) textured thin films. It is very likely, that both effects contribute
to the magnetoresistance in our ML samples, but a separation of both effects by the rota-
tional geometry and associated symmetry of the magnetoresistance is no longer possible,
as compared to the magnetoresistance in yttrium iron garnet/Pt bilayers [45, 51].

3.2.1. Experimental Results

We are presenting angle dependent magnetoresistance data of a hybrid ML Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/
Cu(2)/[Pt(0.75)/CoFe(1.0)/Ir(0.45)]7/Ru(0.9)/CoFe(5)/Ru(2)/Ta(2) and its two separate
parts, the ML Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.75)/CoFe(1.0)/Ir(0.45)]7/Ru(0.9)/Ta(2) and the
FM Ta(1.5)/ Pt(4)/Cu(2)/Ru(0.9)/CoFe(5)/Ru(2)/Ta(2). During the ADMR measurement,
the temperature is stabilized to avoid thermal drifts. The measurement procedure includes
the recording of the longitudinal voltage Vlong while applying a dc current of 500 µA and
a current-reversal method [63] to minimize thermal fluctuations and reduce noise. As
previously discussed, a sufficiently high magnetic field is applied to fully saturate the
hybrid ML and especially the FM. This allows for the assumption that the magnetization
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Figure 3.2.2.: Longitudinal resistivity of the ML (a) Longitudinal resistivity with respect to the
direction of the applied field. The behavior is fitted by a cos2 of the respective
angle (black circles). (b) ADMR rotation planes, adapted from [42].

is always aligned parallel to the externally applied magnetic field during the measure-
ment. For the hybrid ML and the FM a constant magnetic field of 3.5 T is applied during
the angle dependent measurement, for the ML a field of 1 T is sufficient to saturate the
magnetization.

The recorded data of the ML is depicted in Fig. 3.2.2. The angle dependent ρlong is plot-
ted for the IP (red), OOPJ (green) and OOPT (blue) rotation plane. In all three rotation
planes, ρlong exhibits a dependence on the magnetic field orientation. We also observe a
shift in the absolute angle independent value of the resistivity in every measuring geom-
etry, which we attribute to the sample remounting for each measurement geometry and
thus slight changes in the actual sample temperature. We take a look at the longitudinal re-
sistivity modulation by fitting the data to a cos2-trace of the respective characteristic angle
in order to prove the basic agreement with SMR and AMR signals (see exemplary in 3.2.2).
The respective fitting parameters describing the modulation amplitude are approximately
for the hybrid ML ρIP = 0.74 nΩm, ρOOPJ = 0.68 nΩm, ρOOPT =−0.08 nΩm, for the ML
ρIP = 1.10 nΩm, ρOOPJ = 1.58 nΩm, ρOOPT = 0.38 nΩm and for the FM ρIP = 0.95 nΩm,
ρOOPJ = 0.45 nΩm, ρOOPT =−0.51 nΩm.
In all three measurement geometries, the ML shows a 180°-symmetry with respect to the
field angle in Fig. 3.2.2. The data can be nicely reproduced with a cos2-fit indicated as
black circles. We here assume that SMR as well as AMR can contribute to the observed
magnetoresistance. For the SMR effect we expect to observe an angle dependence only in
the IP and OOPJ rotation planes (see Eq. (3.10) and (3.11)), with a cos2-dependence, and
a constant resistivity for the OOPT rotation plane (see Eq. (3.12)). In case of the AMR in
(111)-textured thin films, we expect to observe an angle dependence in all three orthog-
onal rotation planes (see Eq. (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15)) and in leading order, we receive
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a cos2-dependence. Depending on the value of the prefactors ρAMR
i , in OOPT different

180°-symmetries may be obtained. In more detail and starting in the IP configuration, the
180°-symmetry with a maximum at 0° is predicted from both, SMR and AMR theory and
can therefore not be used to separate these two contributions. Similarly, the OOPJ mea-
surements with a maximum at 0° can be explained via the SMR as well as the AMR in
(111)-textured thin films. In case of the AMR, higher order contributions seem to be re-
duced in magnitude. The last measurement geometry reveals also a 180°-symmetry with
maximal signal at 0°. As the SMR reveals no modulation in this geometry, the change in re-
sistivity can only be explained by the AMR effect with a dominant ρAMR

2 contribution. It is
important to emphasize that the amplitude of the cos2 angle dependence is the smallest in
the OOPT rotation plane. This supports our assumption that ρAMR

1 , ρAMR
2 > 0. However, it

is impossible to utilize the three orthogonal rotation planes to separate the SMR and AMR
contributions, as the AMR for a (111)-texture exhibits an angle dependence in all three ro-
tation planes. To check this conjecture one can utilize the amplitudes extracted from the
cos2 fit and finds the amplitude in IP is equal to the amplitude in the OOPJ rotation plane
minus the amplitude in the OOPT rotation plane.

As a next step, we look into the magnetoresistance of the FM sample. The ADMR is de-
picted in Fig. 3.2.3b and can be explained in the same way as for the ML sample. It reveals
both, SMR and AMR dependencies in IP and OOPJ configuration. In OOPT geometry the
180°-symmetry is inverted to a maximum at 90° which is once again governed by the AMR
in OOPT direction. The modulation amplitudes in IP can also be composed out of the ones
of the OOPJ and OOPT geometry.

The hybrid ML (in Fig. 3.2.3c) shows the traces from SMR and AMR in IP and OOPJ and
reveals clearly the special AMR type in OOPT with a 90°-symmetry, which can only be
explained by the ρAMR

4 term as discussed further below. The modulation amplitudes can
be understood in the same way as explained for the FM sample.

In summary, the resistivity behavior from ADMR measurements in our sample can only
be modeled by including the AMR description for (111)-textured ferromagnetic thin films.
A separation of this AMR and the SMR is not possible by just using the ADMR measure-
ments. The observed angle dependence nevertheless is consistent within three orthogonal
rotation planes and fully compatible with AMR and SMR.

To further support the conjecture that the observed ADMR response in our samples can be
solely explained by the AMR contribution, we now employ the full equations (3.13), (3.14)
and (3.15) of the AMR in (111)-textured ferromagnetic thin films to quantitatively describe
the results of the ML, FM and hybrid ML. In Fig. 3.2.3 the resistivity behavior of all three
sample types with respect to the rotation geometry is shown. The data is fitted to the re-
spective AMR behavior of Eq. (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) for each orthogonal rotation plane.
In our fits, we only allow ρAMR

0 to change for each rotation plane due to the necessary re-
mounting of the sample, while the values of the remaining ρAMR

i parameters are identical
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Figure 3.2.3.: Longitudinal resistivity fitted to the theory of an AMR in (111)-textured thin films
(fit denoted as black circles). All fit parameters except ρAMR

0 are identical for all
three rotation planes. The resistivity is shifted vertically by the respective ρAMR

0

for better visibility (a) ρlong of the ML measured at 1 T. (b) ρlong of the FM mea-
sured at 3.5 T. (c) ρlong of the hybrid ML measured at 3.5 T. (d) A scetch of the
ADMR planes, the figure is adapted from [42].

for all three rotation planes. The results of this fit procedure are given in Tab. 3.2.1 for our
three samples. We note that the curves are shifted by the fit parameter ρAMR

0 for better visi-
bility, in detail the ML resistivity by ρAMR

0 = 701.12 nΩm, the FM by ρAMR
0 = 412.06 nΩm

and the hybrid ML by ρAMR
0 = 399.23 nΩm.

Starting with the measured resistivities depicted in Fig. 3.2.3a, we can clearly distinguish,
that the resistivity of the ML can be very well described via the AMR in (111)-textured
thin films. However, as previously discussed, the ADMR measurements can be also well
explained by the combined action of SMR and polycristalline AMR, such that the use of
the AMR model for (111)-textured ferromagnetic films is not justified. In contrast, the data
of the FM and hybrid ML are perfectly described by the fit. Most importantly, they require
additional ρAMR

i parameters only valid in the limit of (111)-texture to correctly describe the
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modulation amplitude [nΩm] hybrid ML ML FM
ρAMR

1 0.73±0.00 1.11±0.01 0.92±0.02
ρAMR

2 0.59±0.01 0.50±0.01 0.00±0.02
ρAMR

3 0.10±0.02 1.00±0.01 0.41±0.02
ρAMR

4 0.34±0.01 1.00±0.00 0.89±0.02

Table 3.2.1.: Resistivity prefactors of Eq. (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) with uncertainties. They prove
the existence of the AMR in (111)-textured thin films in the hybrid ML, ML and
FM.

ADMR behavior. The FM reveals this by broader modulations than a simple cos2-behavior
originating from the ρAMR

2 parameter which is visible in the decrease of this parameter
value in Tab. 3.2.1. The hybrid ML needs a 90°-symmetry description in OOPT, which is
caused by the ρAMR

4 contribution.

Looking closer at the FM, in OOPJ and OOPT direction the maxima and minima at 90°
and 270° are broader whereas the minimas and maximas at 0°, 180° and 360° are sharper.
Comparing it to the rotational geometries sketched in Fig. 3.2.3d, at β = 90° and γ = 90°
the magnetization is aligned IP to the film in contrast to an OOP alignment at 0°. This
effect becomes less pronounced with increasing magnetic field and disappears approxi-
mately above an externally applied magnetic field of 5 T. The behavior for small magnetic
fields underlines the IP easy-plane anisotropy character of CoFe [64] and indicates, that the
applied field of 3.5 T was not enough to fully saturate the magnetization along the OOP
direction. Using the value of the saturation magnetization of CoFe, one obtains for the thin
film shape anisotropy a saturation field of 5 T, which is larger as the applied field of 3.5 T.
The sharpening of minima and maxima at fields smaller than 5 T is also visible in a hybrid
ML with a FM of a layer thickness of 20 nm compared to the currently investigated hybrid
ML with 5 nm CoFe. In contrast, for the presented hybrid ML, the influence of the ML itself
is comparable to the FM and therefore the trace of the IP anisotropy is suppressed. Con-
sequently, the minima or maxima of the resistivity are not broadened. The exact values of
the ρAMR

i parameters sensitively depend on the strength of the (111)-texturing. Especially,
this texturing is different in the hybrid ML and the FM as in the first case, the thick CoFe
layer is deposited onto the ML and in the second case, CoFe is deposited onto the seed
layer. Additionally, this AMR behavior is assumed to be thickness dependent [62] and both
CoFe-contributions, in the hybrid ML and the FM are of a few nm and thus in the region
to be strongly influenced by interface scattering (scaling as 1/d). Since a clear separation
of the interface scattering effects and the AMR from a (111)-texture requires a systematic
investigation of the thickness dependence, we refrain from comparing the extracted ρAMR

i

parameters for each sample. Nevertheless, only this AMR description allows to under-
stand the behavior of the hybrid ML in OOPT and the respective fits in OOPJ and OOPT
rotation planes model the measured resistivities of the FM more precise than the one of
the conventional AMR description. The fit is developed to the fourth order, as it already
allows to model the data accurately. An expression up to second order is not sufficient and
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higher orders need to be investigated to increase the precision of the fit. This is in contrast
to present literature, as in [65] no ρARM

4 -term is included, which is definitely needed to
model our data. In summary, the AMR(111)-model is sufficient to describe the resistivity
behavior, nevertheless contributions from the SMR effect cannot be excluded.

This difficulty in separating between the two magnetoresistance effects has already been
discussed in several other studies. One possibility to further disentangle between the two,
apart from angle dependent measurements, is by investigating the sample at different tem-
peratures [66]. As already reported for yttrium iron garnet/platinum heterostructures, a
decrease in temperature results in a smaller SMR amplitude in general [67] whereas the
conventional AMR effect amplitudes increase. A dominance in the respective temperature
regimes can therefore allow to separate between SMR and conventional AMR. This might
allow to draw conclusions also on the special AMR effect and the relation between SMR
and AMR. Overall, for this material heterostructure further investigations are required.

3.2.2. Parallel Resistor Model

So far, we can relate the resistivity in each system FM, ML and hybrid ML to magnetore-
sistance effects. In order to explain the interplay between FM and ML in the hybrid ML,
we introduce a parallel resistor model which describes the resistance of the hybrid ML as
composition of a parallel circuit comprising of the resistance of the ML and the resistance
of the FM

Rhybrid =

(
1

RML
+

1

RFM

)−1

. (3.16)

This model is applied on each measurement configuration IP, OOPJ and OOPT. The values
of the inverse resistance 1

Rhybrid
are well deducible by adding up the values of the inverse

resistance of the ML 1
RML

and the FM 1
RFM

. We obtain the exact values of the inverse re-
sistance by deriving R from the resistivity ρ divided by the sample thickness d, since the
geometry of the Hall bar is identical for all samples and only the total thickness of each
layer is changing. To avoid to account twice for certain layers in the hybrid ML, we correct
the sample thickness of the ML by subtracting the seed and cap layer thicknesses. Addi-
tionally, we assume the resitivity of the seed layer to be dominated by the resistivity of the
4 nm thick Pt layer. We also have to take into account that for the ML the field rotations
were measured at 1 T as compared to the FM and hybrid ML measured at 3.5 T. Taking
a look at field resolved measurements of the ML we still see a small field dependence at
fields above 1 T and we can assume the amplitudes in angle dependent measurements to
be larger at 3.5 T compared to the actually measured 1 T. But nevertheless, this deviations
are less than 1 % and the values of the inverse resistances can be very well modeled with
the parallel resistor concept.

We can also analyze the fractions of the inverse resistance of the FM or the ML compared
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to the inverse resistance of the hybrid ML ξi =
1
Ri
1

Rhybrid

for i = ML,FM. ξML and ξFM are

almost equal which allows to assume an equal contribution from ML and FM to the hybrid
ML concerning magnetoresistance effects.
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Figure 3.2.4.: Resistance R of FM, ML and hybrid ML marked on left side of respective graph.
The resistance calculated via the (corrected) parallel resistor model is indicated as
black circles at the resistance of the hybrid ML. (a) IP (b) OOPJ (c) OOPT (d) field
rotation planes, figure adapted from [42].

A quantitative analysis is presented in the following, proving that the resistance behavior
in the hybrid ML is indeed the sum of the ML and the FM. In Fig. 3.2.4 the resistance R of
each sample in IP, OOPJ or OOPJ is depicted. Also the resistance calculated via the parallel
resistor model and corrected by the thickness of the seed layer is indicated in Fig. 3.2.4 as
black circles. As visible, the derived resistance is very well comparable to the measured
resistance. In detail, in IP, the resistance with respect to the field angle α of the FM and
ML show a cos2(α) signal. The sum of both signals has the same maximum and minimum
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behavior which is visible in the resistance of the hybrid ML in IP. The smaller amplitude of
the hybrid ML is well explained by the parallel resistor network. The exact values are well
understood by Eq. (3.16) and indicated in Fig. 3.2.4 as black circles for the hybrid ML. In
OOPJ, the cos2(β) of the ML and the FM is imprinted to the hybrid ML and the amplitude
development is also explained by the parallel resistor model. In OOPT, the model allows to
understand the small 90°-symmetry of the hybrid ML. When adding the sin2(γ) resistance
of the FM to the cos2(γ) signal of the ML, the modulation in the hybrid ML is nearly can-
celed. The slight existing modulation is deducible by comparison of the amplitudes of the
FM and ML. The FM with its larger amplitude determines the overall modulation but the
ML reduces the signal at its maxima. The cancelling out of the modulation is additionally
explained by the model in Eq. (3.16) and visible in Fig. 3.2.4. Overall, the hybrid ML
system can be very well understood being composed out of ML and FM and the parallel
resistor model allows to prove this quantitatively by comparing the resistances of the three
samples in Fig. 3.2.4 and qualitatively by using Eq. (3.16).

Finally, we employed ADMR measurements to check for a possible static coupling be-
tween the FM and the ML in our hybrid MLs. To this end, we fabricated an additional
sample with a thicker spacer layer of 5 nm Ru between ML and FM as compared to the
just presented hybrid ML with 0.9 nm Ru spacer layer. The other deposition parameters
are kept the same. A thickness increase of the spacer layer should change the influence of
the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction and thus reveal a static interlayer
exchange coupling between FM and ML. This indirect interaction is mediated by conduc-
tion electrons and is dependent on the distance between the localized magnetic moments
[68]. By analyzing the angle dependent measurements for both samples, no difference in
resistivity amplitudes or modulation is visible. Thus we can exclude an influence of a static
coupling. In Chapter 4 the dynamical coupling between ML and FM is investigated using
propagating spin waves.

3.3. Field Resolved Measurements

Apart from investigating magnetoresistance effects depending on the field orientation, we
can also investigate the magnetic field dependence of the resistance by changing the mag-
nitude of the externally applied magnetic field. The results of a hybrid ML with stack
sequence Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.5)/CoFe(1.17)/Ir(0.7)]6/Ru(5)/CoFe(20)/Ru(2)/Ta(2)
are depicted in Fig. 3.3.1a. This sample is a hybrid ML with six repetitions of the trilayer
and a FM layer of 20 nm thickness. The measurements are once again conducted in a tem-
perature stabilized environment and the field is changed up to |3.5 T| to fully saturate the
sample at the beginning of the measurement. Thus we can assume for large magnetic field
values that the magnetization of the sample is aligned parallel to the externally applied
magnetic field. The magnetic field sweeps were carried out for three orthogonal orienta-
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tions of the external magnetic field along the current direction (along j), OOP of the sample
(along n) and transverse to the current direction in the film plane (along t) (see Fig. 3.2.1
for the definition of these directions for our Hall bar geometry). We record the longitudinal
voltage as a function of the applied magnetic field magnitude and calculate the respective
resistivities via Eq. (3.9). For the determination of the effective magnetoresistance MR

we use the following scheme. MR is calculated by referencing the longitudinal resistivity
depending on the applied magnetic field to the longitudinal resistivity at maximum field

MR =
ρlong(H)− ρlong(Hmax)

ρlong(Hmax)
. (3.17)

In Fig. 3.3.1a the down- (straight line) and up- (dotted line) sweep, so the decrease from
positive to negative field magnitudes and vice versa, is depicted for our hybrid sample.
Only for H ‖ n, a difference between the two sweep directions is observed. For further
understanding, we use the angle dependent longitudinal resistivities of a hybrid ML (taken
from Fig. 3.2.3c) in Fig. 3.3.1b in the respective field geometry marked by the color of the
frame.

The field resolved measurement allows to trace the magnetic moment inside the hybrid
ML with respect to the applied field. We want to note some assumptions we can take,
to simplify the following explanations. As already mentioned, the investigated hybrid
ML has a large FM contribution and the FM itself possesses an IP easy-plane anisotropy.
Additionally, we assume the saturation field of CoFe at approximately 2.5 T.

We want to begin the discussion with the MR for the magnetic field applied along the
current direction j, displayed as black curve in Fig. 3.3.1a. The MR is symmetric around
zero magnetic field, and for a positive magnetic field sign, two field regions can be identi-
fied, in which the MR behaves different. In the high field region from 3.5 T to 0.03 T, the
MR increases moderately while decreasing the field, thus coming from saturation. In the
small field region from 0.03 T to 0 T, the MR decreases abruptly. The high field region is
explained by a magnetoresistance effect and we can extract the present alignment of the
magnetic moments. As the MR does not change in the whole high field region, we can
assume the entity of the magnetic moments to be in the same configuration as during sat-
uration. Therefore, the magnetic moments are aligned parallel to j. In order to understand
the transition to the small field region, we use the ADMR description in Fig. 3.3.1b. We
need a rotation geometry, in which a field application parallel to j is possible, represent-
ing the magnetic moment direction in saturation. Consequently, we can use the IP and
OOPT direction. An alignment of the magnetic moments in OOP direction is not likely, as
the magnetization of the FM still wants to align IP due to the easy-plane anisotropy (and
the FM dominates over the ML). We can thus exclude a description of the resistivity with
the help of the OOPT direction. In contrast, in IP, moving the magnetic moments from j

(α = 0°) to t (α = 90°), the longitudinal resistivity decreases and this rotation fulfills the
anisotropy condition. In summary, in the small field region from 0 T to 0.03 T, the mag-
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3.3. Field Resolved Measurements

netic moments are aligned parallel to t. They rotate inside the film plane to j at magnetic
fields above 0.03 T. This is also consistent with an easy-plane anisotropy.
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Figure 3.3.1.: MR of hybrid ML (a) MR in j, t and n direction. Dotted lines mark the up field
sweep (only for n direction different to down sweep). Grey shaded area is zoomed
in in figure on bottom. (b) Angle resolved measurement of hybrid ML and defini-
tion of field directions, framed with same color (figure adapted from [42]).

We move on to the measurement of the MR for the magnetic field applied in n direction.
Here, three positive field regimes can be separated: The high field region from 3.5 T to
2.5 T with a moderate increase of MR while decreasing the field, the medium field region
from 2.5 T to 0.3 T with a stronger increase of the MR and the small field region from 0.3 T

to 0 T with a decrease in the MR. The zoom-in in Fig. 3.3.1a shows the hysteresis in the
small field region in detail. The high and medium field region display a magnetoresistance
effect. Starting in complete saturation, in the high field region, the magnetic moments
are aligned parallel to n. In the medium field region, the FM is no longer fully saturated
and the magnetic moments move away from the parallel alignment along the n-direction.
Using the resistivity description in OOPT rotation, the resistivity would increase while
moving away from the n-direction, whereas in OOPJ it would decrease. Thus, using the
OOPT behavior, the increase in MR in the medium field region coming from saturation
is explained by an alignment of the magnetic moments towards the j direction (so in Fig.
3.3.1b away from γ = 0° towards γ = 90°). The change of the MR at 0.3 T can indicate
the saturation field of the ML. The small field region is explained by use of the ADMR
measurements. We can in principle use the OOPJ and OOPT direction, as both involve
an application of the magnetic field in n direction. Starting with OOPT, we can assume
that the magnetic moments are aligned around γ = 45° (on their way away from n to j),
thus a decrease in the MR is obtained by rotating towards γ = 90° (see Fig. 3.3.1b). In
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the OOPJ rotation, we use the movement from n (β = 0°) to t (β = 90°), which shows a
decrease of ρlong in Fig. 3.3.1b. The breaking down of the magnetic moments to IP is again
consistent with the easy-plane anisotropy. The hysteresis in this small field region displays
the anisotropy inside the hybrid ML, whose anisotropy field needs to be overcome to reach
the favorable configuration of the magnetic moments. For magnetic fields e.g. decreasing
from positive magnitudes the anisotropy field hinders the alignment in t or j direction
until a small negative field is applied to overcome the anisotropy field and vice versa for
the other sweep direction. The relative contribution of the anisotropy in the MR signal can
be estimated by the ratio of the decrease of the MR in the small field region compared to
the maximal MR for all field regions. It is about 15 %.

The third MR behavior to investigate is during the application of the field in t-direction.
Two positive field regions can be separated, the high field region from 3.5 T to 0.3 T with
increasing MR while decreasing the field, and the small field region from 0.3 T to 0 T with
a larger increase in MR. Both field regions exhibit a magnetoresistance effect. In the high
field region, the magnetic moments are, analogue to the MR investigation in j-direction,
for the whole field region in saturation and thus aligned parallel to t from 3.5 T to 0.3 T.
In order to explain the small field region, we can use the IP or OOPJ ADMR description,
as both include an application of the magnetic field in t direction. As a movement into
the OOP direction is unfavorable due to the easy-plane anisotropy, we do not use the MR

behavior in the OOPJ rotation. Instead, using the IP description, the longitudinal resistivity
is increased by a movement of the magnetic moments from t (α = 90°) to j (α = 0°). The
transition at again 0.3 T can indicate the saturation field of the ML.

Overall, a magnetoresistance effect is visible for all three magnetic field orientations. The
magnetic moments can rotate inside the film plane during an application of the magnetic
field in the j and t direction. The forcing of the magnetic moments in OOP configuration
is unfavorable and only achieved by applying a large enough magnetic field directly in n

direction.

The magnetoresistance behavior is so far described by a simple picture of a homogeneous
magnetization overall the whole sample, which rotates in the respective direction. But
as investigated [69], in the small field range, the magnetization of our MLs decays into
domains. Therefore, we want to revisit the MR in the small field region, where abrupt
changes are visible. In our simple picture, a drastic difference in MR would be understood
as a sudden jump of the magnetization direction. By help of an explanation with a forma-
tion of domains, the change in MR is modeled as an (in our measurement instantaneous)
movement of the domain walls. The domain structure changes to an energetically favor-
able configuration. We can estimate the impact of domain formation on our hybrid ML by
comparing the difference of the resistivity in angle dependent measurements for distinct
field directions at small magnetic fields with the change in MR in Fig. 3.3.1a in the small
field region. The relative resistivity difference obtained in ADMR measurements for field
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sample type approx. MR [%] in
j-direction

approx. MR [%] in
n-direction

approx. MR [%] in
t-direction

FM1 0.05 0.10 0.17
ML1 0.02 0.01 0.22
ML1+FM1 (CoFe(5)) 0.04 0.20 0.05
ML2+FM3 (CoFe(20)) 0.09 0.25 0.27

Table 3.3.1.: Magnetoresistance MR of different samples in the respective measurement geom-
etry.

rotations in the film plane is five times larger than the difference obtained in MR. Thus,
we can assume that the domain formation definitively plays a role in the small field region.

The overall MR behavior in Fig. 3.3.1a is additionally very similar to a FM sample which
we have also investigated during this thesis. This reinforces the assumption of the domi-
nance of the FM over the ML. This dominance will be also visible in spin wave measure-
ments in Chapter 4. An overview over MR values in different samples is given in Tab.
3.3.1. The respective samples are denoted in the appendix A.1 and include several MLs, a
FM and two different hybrid MLs. The values of different MLs are similar. All values are
rather small [62, 65], but the signals of hybrid MLs increase with increasing FM contribu-
tion. Direct relations between a hybrid ML and its single contributions from the FM layer
and the ML are difficult to obtain. This is reasonable as for example the influence of SMR
to AMR is complicated.
Compared to literature, the MR values of our samples are small. For instance, the AMR in
MLs containing CoFeB exceeds the MR of our FM by approximately one order of magni-
tude [70]. The SMR signal in CoFeB heterostructures with similar NM-layer thicknesses is
smaller than 0.1 % [57]. Consequently, a strict assignment of our data to only SMR or AMR
effects should be handled with care.
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Spin waves are a key issue in spintronics as they are closely related to the manipulation and
transport of spins in small structures [53]. These elementary excitations of spins in mag-
netically ordered materials are a good candidate for alternative information technology
mechanisms and are of high interest for researches since the 1950s. Well-known detection
methods to investigate the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) or heavily studied ways to con-
trol propagating spin waves manifest the importance of spin wave research [18]. In the
following, we want to present two main investigations schemes of resonances in hybrid
MLs. Starting with the introduction of basic theoretical concepts in Sec. 4.1 on magnetiza-
tion dynamics in Sec. 4.1.1, FMR in Sec. 4.1.2 and spin wave resonance in Sec. 4.1.3, we
present the analysis of measured resonances in magnetic field IP and OOP configuration.
In IP geometry in Sec. 4.2, FMR in Sec. 4.2.1 and spin wave propagation in Sec. 4.2.2 is
presented. The latter involves measurements and a simulation. After comparing IP FMR
signals to IP spin wave resonance signals in Sec. 4.2.3, also the OOP configuration is inves-
tigated in Sec. 4.3 concerning the FMR in Sec. 4.3.1 and the spin wave resonance in Sec.
4.3.2.

4.1. Theoretical Concepts

We now present an overview over the magnetization dynamics of a homogeneous magne-
tized ferromagnet under the effects of an externally applied magnetic field H0. First, we as-
sume that all single magnetic moments are coupled and precess phase-synchronized. Con-
sequently, the magnetization can be seen as classical macrospin and its movement can be
calculated via classical equations of motion [41]. In this context, we introduce the Landau-
Lifshitz equation including Gilbert-damping in Sec. 4.1.1. We derive further equations to
describe ferromagnetic resonances, like the Kittel equation in Sec. 4.1.2. Furthermore, we
extend our discussion to non-uniformly precessing spin modes, namely propagating spin
waves, as excitations at nonzero wave vectors in Sec. 4.1.3. Thereby, we introduce differ-
ent spin modes of the traveling spin waves and a vector-network analyzer measurement
process to detect them.

4.1.1. Magnetization Dynamics

We investigate thin film samples under the influence of an effective magnetic field Heff . For
simplicity, only three most important components of the effective field are accounted, the
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external field H0 pointing in z direction (coordinate system see Fig. 4.1.1), an anisotropy
field Hani induced by magnetization dynamics inside magnetic thin films and a demagne-
tizing field Hdemag

Heff = H0 + Hani −Hdemag . (4.1)

The latter depends on the shape of the specimen. By accounting the entire solid state body
with its volume V , a macrospin model is introduced

M = 1/V
∑
mi∈V

µi , (4.2)

with the magnetic moment µ. The magnetization M is therefore defined as the magnetic
moment per volume and in an equilibrium situation, the direction of the magnetization
points along the effective field. By deflecting the magnetic moment out of the equilibrium
position, a torque T appears, pointing perpendicular to the magnetization direction and
the effective field. In Fig. 4.1.1 it is marked as blue arrow

T = µ× µ0Heff . (4.3)

The torque causes a precessional motion around the direction of the effective magnetic
field and without damping the movement would persist. We want to reformulate T, there-
fore we connect the magnetic moment to the angular momentum J. They are pointing
antiparallel and the relation can be described via the gyromagnetic ratio γ = gµB

~ using the
Landé-factor g and the Bohr magneton µB = e

2me
~

µ = −γJ . (4.4)

The torque is additionally expressed as derivative of the angular momentum with respect
to time T = ∂J

∂t . By use of the just taken assumptions and by help of the macrospin model,
Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4) can be combined [71] to the Landau-Lifshitz equation [72]

dM

dt
= −γ(M× µ0Heff) . (4.5)

It describes a precession of the macroscopic magnetization around the effective field axis
at an angular frequency ω = γµ0Heff .

To apply this equation of motion to real situations and allow the magnetization to align
with the applied field after some time, losses have to be taken into account. They are repre-
sented by an additional torque towards the field axis with the phenomenological damping
term α. The resulting Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation [74] reads as follows

dM

dt
= −γ(M× µ0Heff) +

α

Ms

(
M× dM

dt

)
, (4.6)

using the saturation magnetization Ms. The first term describes the precession of the mag-
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Figure 4.1.1.: The torque (green), induced by the effective magnetic field Heff (green), causes
a tilting of the magnetization into a precessional motion (dotted line) around the
effective field axis (green). The damping term (blue) allows a spiralizing motion
towards the field axis. The oscillatory driving field (red) counteracts the damping
torque and the movement is driven around the effective field axis (dotted line).
The figure is adapted from [73].

netization around the effective field, whereas the second one accounts for damping. This
equation expresses the dynamics of the magnetization in a time dependent effective field.
Therefore, we modify the effective magnetic field Eq. (4.1) to Heff = H0 + Hani(t) −
Hdemag(t).

The resulting damped motion of the precessing magnetization now spirals in towards the
direction of the effective field. To counteract this process, one applies an oscillatory hrf

field perpendicular to the effective field (in the x-y-plane, see Fig. 4.1.1) resulting in a
sustained precessional motion. The effective field in Eq. (4.1) is once again changed to
Heff = H0 +Hani(t)−Hdemag(t)+hrf(t). Whenever the oscillatory frequency is equal to the
resonance frequency of the precessing magnetization, the absorbed energy of the system
is maximized. The characteristic resonance frequency ωres depends on the time-averaged
effective field < Heff > and the resonance condition can be specified to

ωres = γµ0 < Heff > . (4.7)

4.1.2. Ferromagnetic Resonance

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) describes the uniform precession mode of the entity of
spins (magnetic moments). To find this resonance condition, according to Eq. (4.7), the
effective magnetic field has to be analyzed. The demagnetizing field Hdemag, caused by
shape anisotropy, is characterized by the demagnetizing tensorN and thus the shape of the
specimen [75]. For simplicity, the specimen is assumed as ellipsoid having its principal axis
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z parallel to the external field direction H0 and therefore being magnetized in this direction.
The demagnetizing field can be written as Hdemag = NM with vanishing off-diagonal
elements of the tensor N (due to the elliptical specimen shape) and diagonal elements Ni

in x-, y- and z-direction [76]. Any other anisotropy contributions in Hani will be neglected
here. The next step is to solve the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert Eq. (4.6) using an exponential
ansatz for M and hrf [77], keeping in mind that the dynamics still happen in the x-y-plane,
whereas the applied external field points in z-direction(

hx

hy

)
= χ−1

(
mx

my

)
. (4.8)

The magnetization is expressed as M = Ms ·m with its direction m. The calculation of the
unitless Polder susceptibility χ [77] is achieved by using the relation mMs = χhrf . Thus,
the susceptibility is the linear response of the magnetization direction to the driving field
hrf and can be solved by [78]

χ =
Ms

det(χ−1)

(
H0 +Ms(Ny −Nz) + iαω

µ0γ
iω
µ0γ

− iω
µ0γ

H0 +Ms(Nx −Nz) + iαω
µ0γ

)
. (4.9)

The resonance condition is met whenever χ is maximized. We search for solutions to
det
(
χ−1

)
= 0, solved for either the external magnetic field H0 or the frequency ω. The

real part of the solution leads to the resonance field Hres or resonance frequency fres = ωres
2π ,

whereas the imaginary part reveals the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) linewidth
of the magnetic field ∆H or the frequency ∆ω

ωres = µ0γ
√

[H0 +Ms(Nx −Nz)][H0 +Ms(Ny −Nz)] , (4.10)

∆H = α
ω

µ0γ
. (4.11)

Equation (4.10) is called Kittel equation [75] and Eq. (4.11) displays the field linewidth
as function of the frequency. Further expressions for the linewidth can be found in [78].
Conducting magnetic resonance experiments on thin films structures raises the need for
further frequency-independent long-ranging magnetic inhomogeneities. This contribution
Hinh is added to the HWHM field linewidth as inhomogeneous linewidth broadening [27]:

∆H = α
ω

µ0γ
+Hinh . (4.12)

Further magnetic anisotropies can be implemented by using an anisotropy field Hani as
summand in the effective magnetic field Heff . This anisotropy field can originate from
interfacial uniaxial out-of-plane anisotropies in magnetic thin films which cannot be sepa-
rated from demagnetizing fields during an experiment. In this case, the saturation magne-
tization Ms is replaced by the effective magnetization Meff = Ms−Hk with an out-of-plane
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uniaxial anisotropy field Hk [79]. In-plane anisotropies are suppressed due to a constantly
rotating material deposition during the sample fabrication.

In thin films, the FMR mode described by the Kittel equation (4.10) can be specified for the
applied magnetic field orientation. The general formalism in Eq. (4.10) can be elaborated
for IP and OOP field orientation by inserting the respective demagnetization factors. In IP
configuration with either Nx = 1 or Ny = 1 and Nz = 0, the Kittel equation reads

ωres = µ0γ
√
H0 · (H0 +Ms) . (4.13)

In OOP configuration, with the only non-zero demagnetizing factorNz, Eq. (4.10) takes the
form

ωres = µ0γ(H0 −Ms) . (4.14)

The replacement of the Ms by an effective magnetization in both equations is still required
and accounts for anisotropy effects.

4.1.3. Spin Wave Resonance

So far, we presented a model to describe a system of uniformly moving macrospins with
zero wave vector. We take one step further by characterizing excitations of a coupled spin
system with nonzero wave vector. The system, the so-called spin waves or magnons, are
now able to propagate. We enunciate the coupling between the spin waves as dipolar and
exchange interactions, depending on the range of the interaction [80].
Exchange interactions must be taken into account for sample dimensions in the µm regime
[81] and can be expressed via an exchange field Hex with an exchange constant A and the
wave vector k [82]

µ0Hex =
2A

Ms
k2 . (4.15)

Investigating thin films in the limit of long wavelengths moves them into the dipolar
regime (compared to the exchange interaction regime) [83]. Here, only if the magnetization
includes an OOP component, demagnetizing fields are present. For IP magnetized films
two cases can be distinguished. The dipolar field component which is pointing OOP, is in-
dependent of the characteristic angle Φ. Φ is spanned between the magnetization direction
and the propagation direction of spin waves along the wave vector k. The other case de-
scribes the dipolar field component along IP, which reveals a sin2(Φ) behavior. In order to
evaluate the spin wave propagation, we want to combine the effects of both exchange and
dipolar interactions on spin waves. This is only analytically feasible by considering certain
constraints. Firstly, we assume a tangentially magnetized thin film (with either Nx = 1 or
Ny = 1) and secondly the dynamic magnetization is uniform throughout the film thickness
d. This now allows to explicitly calculate the dispersion relation of dipolar-exchange spin
waves [78].

The behavior of spin waves and their dispersion strongly depends on the orientation of the
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Figure 4.1.2.: Spin wave modes (a) DE mode: surface modes with wave vectors parallel to the
sample surface and perpendicular to the external field. The external field is ap-
plied in the film plane. (b) FV mode: exists in the bulk of the sample. The wave
vector is orientated parallel to the sample surface and perpendicular to the exter-
nal field which is perpendicular to the sample surface.

wave vector k with respect to the magnetization direction M . Thus, several modes can be
classified. All spin waves with magnetization direction OOP of the film and propagating
IP of the film are called forward volume magnetostatic spin waves (FV) (see Fig. 4.1.2b).
This mode dominates in the regime of sufficiently large wavelengths and is mainly present
inside of the sample [84]. IP magnetized thin films can support surface and volume modes.
In this work, we investigate Damon-Eshbach modes (DE), also called magnetostatic surface
spin waves, that reveal a propagation direction perpendicular to the magnetization [37]
(see Fig. 4.1.2a). The amplitude of the surface wave decays into the volume of the sample
and the mode dominates at short wavelengths [85]. As introduced above, the characteristic
angle of DE spin waves is Φ = π/2. In order to investigate both IP and OOP magnetized
films, the measurements are performed in FV and DE configuration.

In order to describe the magnetic response of propagating spin waves, the Polder suscep-
tibility derived in Eq. (4.9) can be transformed into the regime of nonzero wave vectors
[86]. It involves slightly different field definitions, which need the film thickness d and the
exchange field in Eq. (4.15)

Hdip
x = Ms

1− e−kd

kd
, (4.16)

Hdip
y = Ms

(
1− 1− e−kd

kd

)
sin2(Φ) . (4.17)

The inverse spin wave susceptibility depending on the wave vector k then reads [78]:

χ−1
k =

(
H0 +Hex +Hdip

x + iαω
µ0γ

− iω
µ0γ

iω
µ0γ

H0 +Hex +Hdip
y + iαω

µ0γ

)
. (4.18)

As for solving the susceptibility in the FMR case, the determinant det
(
χ−1
k

)
is set to zero.
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The real part provides the wave vector dependent spin wave resonance [78, 87]

ωk = µ0γ

√
(H0 +Hex +Hdip

x )(H0 +Hex +Hdip
y ) , (4.19)

well-known as the Kalinikos-Slavin equation. Using the imaginary part of the solution
to det

(
χ−1
k

)
= 0 results in the spin wave linewidths for e.g. the frequency linewidth as

function of the field

∆ωk = αµ0γ
(
H0 +Hex +

1

2
(Hdip

x +Hdip
y )

)
. (4.20)

Various parameters can be deduced using Eq. (4.19) and Eq. (4.20). From the dispersion
relation in Eq. (4.19), the spin wave group velocity can be extracted

vg =
∂ωk

∂k
. (4.21)

Using the frequency linewidth defined in Eq. (4.20), we obtain the spin wave lifetime

τk =
1

∆ωk
(4.22)

and the spin wave propagation length

lk = τk | vg | . (4.23)

The latter can be expressed normalized to the spin wave wavelength λ = 2π
k .

In this thesis an all-electrical concept to investigate propagating spin waves is used, whose
setup is depicted in Fig. 4.1.3. The thin film sample is connected to a vector network
analyzer (VNA) and is put into a static external magnetic field oriented according to the
desired measurement geometry. On top of the ML sample two parallel antennas are placed
which are designed as CPW antennas (see chapter 2.2.2). They are fabricated onto the
surface of the ML sample, both connected to the ports of the VNA and ground, being able
to excite and detect spin waves. One port of the VNA sends an ac current through the first
antenna, inducing a magnetic field and thus exciting a spin wave propagating away from
the antenna. Parts of the spin wave travel towards the second antenna and generate an
electric response being measured of the VNA in port two. The VNA extracts the magnitude
and phase of the signal in the form of a matrix with four scattering or S-parameters. The
components of the matrix Sij are defined as the ratio of the complex incident voltage V in

i

at port i to the output voltage V out
j at port j [88]. Magnitude and phase are included in the

complex voltage parameter Sij = Vi
Vj

= |Vi|
|Vj |e

i(φi−φj) [89]. Diagonal S-parameters S11 and
S22 display the reflection of the signal at the respective port, while off-diagonal elements
S12 and S21 represent the transmission of the signal for e.g. S12 from port two to port one.
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VNA

port 1     port 2

H0spin waves

S21

S12

S11 S22

Figure 4.1.3.: Schematic measurement setup of a VNA detection of propagating spin waves in
presence of an externally applied field H0. The sample (grey) with two antennas
(light grey) is connected to the VNA and grounded. The VNA excites spin waves
(red) in port one which propagate to the second antenna. They are detected at
port two. Whether to extract the reflection or the transmission depends on the
recorded S-parameters (blue). The depicted magnetic field (green) is orientated
perpendicular to the wave vector of the spin wave in order to measure in DE
geometry. The figure is adapted from [88].

4.2. Spin Waves in In-plane Magnetized Magnetic Multilayers

After having introduced several theoretical concepts, we investigate the hybrid ML
Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.5)/CoFe(1.17)/Ir(0.7)]6/Ru(5)/CoFe(20)/Ru(2)/Ta(2) by means
of ferromagnetic and spin wave resonance in IP field configuration. Both techniques enable
the extraction of magnetic parameters and allow to understand the propagation character-
istics of spin waves. We already investigated the charge transport in this hybrid ML in Sec.
3.3 and extend our discussion now to spin transport. This sample is a hybrid ML with a
relatively thick FM layer (20 nm) compared to the ML. We start with an IP investigation of
the FMR in Sec. 4.2.1 and discuss the propagating spin wave resonance in Sec. 4.2.2. The
latter includes an analysis of the measured resonances and a corresponding simulation. In
Sec. 4.2.3 the FMR and spin wave resonance are compared to each other.

4.2.1. Ferromagnetic Resonance

The IP FMR analysis of this plain hybrid ML sample allows to determine the magnetic
properties of this sample, in particular the magnetic damping and anisotropies. Thereby,
we record the resonance modes at zero wave vector as a function of the frequency and the
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4.2. Spin Waves in In-plane Magnetized Magnetic Multilayers

externally applied magnetic field. All measurements are performed at room temperature
and the real part of the obtained FMR of the thin film is depicted in Fig. 4.2.1a. The data is
background corrected via the model of derivative-divide (DD, dD/dH) [90].

In the IP configuration, we use the elaborated Kittel Eq. (4.13), revealing a square root
dependence between resonance frequency and field. This is visible in the resonance mode
in Fig. 4.2.1a. The slope of the resonance curve is characterized by the Landé-factor g.
For the application of the Kittel equation (4.13), we need to assume a present macro spin
(see beginning of Sec. 4.1) and that the magnetization is aligned parallel to the direction
of the externally applied magnetic field. In contrast, the formalism may not be used in
the case of domain formation. To avoid the non-alignment of the magnetization, the FMR
spectroscopy measurements are started after full saturation of the thin films.

We want to analyze the IP Kittel mode in Fig. 4.2.1a further. It is well pronounced reaching
over the whole depicted frequency and field range. The kink below zero field displays the
mirroring of the positive resonance mode to negative field magnitudes. For hybrid MLs
two resonance modes are expected, one for the ML and one for the FM. But in Fig. 4.2.1a
only one mode is distinguishable with a rather broad linewidth. Analyzing Eq. (4.13)
allows to assign the saturation fields of ML and FM as value of the field separating the
ML and FM mode. Their values are supposed to be different, thus we would assume to
detect the two different modes. As only one mode is visible, we conclude to only see the
more pronounced FM mode, whereas the ML mode is coincident within the FM mode
linewidth and the ML mode is of smaller signal intensity. The reduced resonance signal
of the ML is explained by damping. In IP, the effect of two-magnon-scattering is present,
which is suppressed in OOP due to non-existing dispersion branches. The ML resonance is
weakened in IP and included in the broad FM linewidth. Consequently, the ML resonance
cannot be resolved.
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Figure 4.2.1.: FMR in IP configuration and analysis (a) FMR depending on the magnetic field
and frequency. (b) The Kittel equation is applied. The error bars of the resonance
field are within the size of the data symbols. (c) The resonance linewidth of the
FMR as function of the frequency is depicted and fitted, with error bars smaller
than the symbol size.
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By help of the IP FMR, several material parameters can be extracted, quantifying the mag-
netization dynamics in the hybrid ML. We use the Kittel Eq. (4.13) and substitute the
saturation magnetization by an effective magnetization and an uniaxial anisotropy field
Ms = Meff + Hk [27]. Fitting this to the resonance field as function of the frequency (see
Fig. 4.2.1b) allows to determine the Landé-factor g = 2.096±0.043 and the effective mag-
netization µ0Meff = 2.017±0.087 T. The Landé-factor has a reasonable value compared to
that of a free electron g = 2.0023 and ferromagnets in general g ≈ 2 [71]. The positive
value of the effective magnetization allows to define the FM, as dominating signal of the
hybrid ML, as IP easy-plane system [79]. The value and the suppression of the ML res-
onance is comparable with other hybrid MLs of similar constitution [31]. The magnetic
field resonance linewidth in Fig. 4.2.1c is fitted by Eq. (4.12) and leads to the parameters
α = ( 1.422± 0.023) · 10−2 and µ0Hinh = 0.428± 0.019 T. µ0Hinh is attributed to an addi-
tional linewidth broadening due to magnetic inhomogeneities [91]. As no skyrmions are
anticipated in the CoFe, the present damping simply displays the damping of the spin dy-
namics in the FM. Due to the magnetic texturing in the ML, an additional damping can
appear, which affects the spin waves. The Gilbert damping value is smaller compared to
a similar composed hybrid ML with seven repetitions (compare to [31]). Overall, the in
general rather small α allows to investigate propagating spin waves at all.

4.2.2. Spin Wave Propagation

We move on to an analysis of the propagation of spin waves with non-zero wave vector.
We present spin wave propagation in DE geometry. In this regard, we investigate the
measured spin wave resonance, simulate the resonance and compare the results.

Measurements

The spin wave resonance of the hybrid ML is measured with respect to field and frequency.
Therefor, we structure the plain samples, used for FMR, to waveguides usable for spin
wave spectroscopy (see Sec. 2.2.2). The measurement setup is discussed in Sec. 4.1.3 and
frequencies from 0 GHz to 40 GHz, as well as magnetic field from −0.1 T to at least 0.8 T

are applied. The obtained data is background corrected (DD) and its real part is depicted
in Fig. 4.2.2a. Several less pronounced modes are visible below 15 GHz whereas at higher
frequencies only one broader mode is evident. The sample is measured in IP configuration
thus we can observe the DE spin wave mode.

The analysis of the spin wave resonance frequency in DE configuration allows to extract
material parameters similar to the Kittel fit application on the FMR. The spin wave res-
onance in Fig. 4.2.2b extracted from Fig. 4.2.2a is fitted by the dispersion relation pro-
vided by the Kalinikos-Slavin Eq. (4.19) by use of the adapted saturation magnetization
Ms = Meff + Hk. Additionally anisotropy contributions are governed by a demagnetiza-
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Figure 4.2.2.: Spin wave resonance in IP and analysis (a) Real part of the measured IP spin
wave resonance which is background corrected. (b) The Kalinikos-Slavin fit in
DE geometry is applied to the spin wave resonance.

tion field Hdemag [92]. Thus, the Kalinikos-Slavin equation transforms to

ωk = µ0γ

√
(H0 +Hdemag +Hk +Hdip

x )(H0 +Hdemag +Hdip
y ) . (4.24)

In order to obtain the demagnetization field and the wave vector by fitting Eq. (4.24) to
the spin wave resonance, we need to assume a value for the saturation magnetization and
insert the sample film thickness. We use a saturation magnetization of µ0Ms = 2.35 T and
the total film thickness dominated by the thickness of the FM layer. The extracted values
for the saturation magnetization of the FMR and spin wave resonance should be identi-
cal, as the samples are deposited on the same run. The herein used Ms can be deduced
from the effective magnetization extracted by FMR, as Ms of the spin wave resonance is
corrected by Hk. Additionally, as the waveguide is of a width of only 2 µm, modes due to
the geometrical confinement of the propagating spin waves have to be taken into account
[27]. They are implemented in Eq. (4.24) by a modification of the wave vector [93]. Never-
theless, the value of the saturation magnetization is comparable to the value extracted by
the FMR with corrections by the small uniaxial anisotropy field. In conclusion, we obtain
µ0Hdemag = 0.005± 0.008 T and the mainly excited wave vector k = 0.985± 0.004 µm−1.
This wave vector will be evaluated in the context of the simulation.

We can calculate the propagation length by use of the extracted parameters from the Kittel
fit in Eq. (4.13), the Kalinikos-Slavin fit in Eq. (4.19) and the spin wave linewidth in Eq.
(4.20). These equations enable calculating the group velocity in Eq. (4.21) depending on the
applied magnetic field as well as the spin wave lifetime τk in Eq. (4.22) and the spin wave
propagation length lk in Eq. (4.23). The latter two are depicted in Fig. 4.2.3 where τk serves
for the calculation of lk/λ. The propagation length is very well comparable to hybrid MLs
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with seven repetitions of the trilayer. By instance, at a magnetic field of 0.1 T, we obtain
lk = 2.5 µm which fits very well into the data of [31]. Nevertheless, it is an overall rather
small value (compared to [27]) and might be caused by the ML interfaces and the related
two-magnon scattering.
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Figure 4.2.3.: Spin wave analyis in DE configuration (a) The spin wave lifetime is depicted with
respect to the applied magnetic field. (b) The spin wave propagation length nor-
malized to the spin wave wavelength is shown depending on the applied mag-
netic field.

DE spin waves are able to overcome the reciprocity of spin waves given by the reciprocity
theorem of electromagnetism [88]. By comparison of measurements of the scattering pa-
rameters S12 and S21 at positive and negative field magnitude, we can analyze the reci-
procity of the two CPW antennas. Thereby, we compare the spin waves traveling in oppo-
site directions determined by Sij concerning their resonance field and intensity. We obtain
a reciprocity in the resonance field as the magnitude of the negative resonance field corre-
sponds to the positive one. This is traced back on an antenna reciprocity. But we receive an
non-reciprocity in the transmission amplitude which is due to a non-reciprocal excitation
efficiency of the antenna. In detail, when the propagation direction of the DE mode spin
wave is reversed, the antenna excitation efficiency is also changed. A non-reciprocal wave
propagation as reason for the non-reciprocity in the transmission amplitude is not likely.
The effect of a reversed spin wave propagation direction would be a shifting spin wave
from one film surface to the other [94]. But as the CoFe is assumed to be drastically thinner
than the wavelength of the spin wave, the spin wave cannot penetrate into the CoFe and
change to other film surfaces. Nevertheless in summary, the antenna itself is deduced as
reciprocal, whereas its excitation efficiency is non-reciprocal.
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Simulation

We simulate the propagating spin wave resonance in DE-geometry by use of the wave
vector dependent susceptibility in Eq. (4.18) combined with the exchange field (4.15)
and the field definitions (4.16) and (4.17). The comparison to the recorded transmission
S-parameter is possible, as apart from background transmissions through the CPW and
field-independent parameters, S21 is direct proportional to the susceptibility [27].

A first intuition of the resonance mode is given in Fig. 4.2.4. χ(k, f,H) is derived from the
field dependent component of the inverse susceptibility in Eq. (4.18). This one diagonal
entry is inverted and integrated over positive finite k to cancel out the explicit dependence
on the wave vector. The real part of the resulting DE resonance mode at varying frequency
and field is depicted in Fig. 4.2.4. The used parameters are taken from a 20 nm thick CoFe
thin film with an exchange stiffness constant A = 20 pJ m−1 [28]. The values of the satu-
ration magnetization, Gilbert damping α and Landé-factor are taken from the extracted fit
parameters of the FMR in IP configuration (see Sec. 4.2.1). The field and frequency relation
of the mode can be described by the Kalinikos-Slavin Eq. (4.19) as already done with the
measured DE resonance in Sec. 4.2.2.

The so far developed simulation displays only the theoretically predicted spin wave mode.
To elaborate the model, we introduce adaptions depending on the CPW antenna structure
by implementing a wave vector efficiency of the antenna in Fig. 4.2.5a and a structure
induced phase change in Fig. 4.2.5b. Both parts are addressed in detail in the following.

The antenna efficiency η(k) is deduced via the Karlqvist equations [95, 96] which describe
the magnetic field in the cross section plane of the antenna, assuming its width is much
larger than its thickness. We analyze the field parallel to the driving field hrf which cou-
ple together most efficiently [88]. η is modeled by a Fourier transformed convolution of
multiple Dirac delta functions with a rectangle function

η(k) ∝| F
(

[Π(x+wcc)∗δ(x)]−[Π(x+wgr)∗δ(x−dgap)]−[Π(x+wcc)∗δ(x+dgap)]
)
| . (4.25)

The rectangle function is defined by the dimensions of the CPW antenna, in detail the width
of the centerconductor wcc and the width of the left and right ground plane of the antenna
wgr and Π is based on the Karlqvist equations. The Dirac delta function is specified by the
distance between the centerconductor and the ground planes dgap and its sign depends on
the direction of the current flow [97]. We receive an expression for the antenna efficiency
with respect to the wave vector η(k) in Fig. 4.2.5a. The maximal efficiently excited k can
be extracted to k = 1.4 µm. We use this CPW antenna design as it excites spin waves near
the FMR and also at higher wave vectors with a sufficiently large efficiency. This enables
adequate propagation lengths for traveling spin waves. Nevertheless, as seen in Fig. 4.2.3b,
the spin wave propagation length is small in general compared to other magnetic material
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Figure 4.2.4.: Simulation of the IP spin wave resonance. The real part of the susceptibility inte-
grated over the wave vector is depicted.

systems but comparable to hybrid MLs.

The wave vector obtained via the antenna efficiency is close to the one extracted by the
analysis of the spin wave resonance in Sec. 4.2.2. The deviation between the two values
is explainable as the antenna efficiency to extract the mainly excited wave vector uses the
theoretical dimensions inserted in the design of the CPW antenna. During the fabrication
process, the actual widths of the antenna are highly likely to change slightly and thus the
sample antenna is not a perfect copy of the designed structure. This affects the theoretically
predicted wave vector.

Further adaptions to the simulation are done by introducing a phase delay φ(k) = sin(k · δ)
due to the propagation of spin waves depending on the wave vector. It is attributed to the
finite size between the antennas δ [98] and can be simply understood by tracing the prop-
agation path of a spin wave. Being excited at one antenna, it travels to the second antenna
for detection but can be cut off depending on the relation between its propagation length
and the separation between the antennas. This introduces a change of phase depicted in
Fig. 4.2.5b. The red shaded area marks an imaginable linear relation between φ and k and
it is present as the sin-behavior of the phase delay is hard to distinguish.

The final susceptibility χ∗(f,H) to model the measurement is obtained by weighting χ in
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Figure 4.2.5.: Adaptions to the simulation (a) The excitation efficiency η as function of the wave
vector. (b) The phase delay φ due to the propagation of the spin wave as function
of the wave vector. The red shaded area marks a linear relation between φ and k.

Fig. 4.2.4 with η and φ and integrating it over k to cancel out its dependence on the wave
vector

χ∗(f,H) =

∫
k
η(k)2 · φ(k) · χ(k, f,H)dk . (4.26)

The antenna efficiency is squared, as it affects χ(k, f,H) two times, once while exciting the
spin wave and once while detecting it. The resonance χ∗ is background corrected following
the derivative-divide model in the same way the actual measurement is treated. The real
part of the result is depicted in Fig. 4.2.6a. The introduced oscillations compared to the
not-weighted susceptibility in Fig. 4.2.4 are due to the terms η(k) and φ(k). Oscilations at
above 0.1 T are induced by η(k), at smaller fields they are caused by φ(k). The Mathematica
code to this simulation is given in the appendix in Sec. A.5. The resonance mode models
the measurement (see Fig. 4.2.2a) well. The resonance magnetic fields and frequencies are
well comparable. The broadening of the simulated resonance for small fields is coincident
with the appearance of several resonance modes in the measurement in this field range. A
detailed discussion of the comparability of the simulation and the measurement is given in
the following.

In order to evaluate the simulation more precise, a slice at 24 GHz of the simulated reso-
nance and the measured spin wave resonance is depicted in Fig. 4.2.6b. The grey shaded
field range marks the visible most pronounced resonances in the respective frequency-
field-plots. The height of the peak does not provide any information as the units of the
susceptibility or S-parameter are not correlated. Nevertheless, the field of the peaks and
their width can be compared. The simulation shows a clear peak and dip in the resonance
for increasing fields between approximately 0.25 T and 0.35 T. The measurement includes
field dependent background noise which hinders a clear distinguishing of the resonance.
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Figure 4.2.6.: Final simulation of the resonance mode in DE geometry and comparison (a) Sim-
ulation of the resonance mode in DE geometry including the antenna efficiency
and a phase delay. The weighted susceptibility is background corrected and the
real part is shown. (b) Comparison at 24 GHz between the simulated resonance
(black) and the measured resonance (red).

It is approximately in the same field range as the simulation. The broadening provides
information about the damping present in the hybrid ML system and thus is estimated
correctly in the simulation. The inverted behavior of dip and peak in the measurement is
attributed to the internal complex evaluation of the VNA compared to the straight forward
data processing of the simulation data. The oscillations induced by η(k) and φ(k) are a
preliminary possibility to reproduce the not straight behavior of the measured resonance.
Additionally, the measurement might include not only one resonance but can have sev-
eral resonances overlying. Especially in the field range of 0.35 T to 0.45 T there might be a
second resonance which overlaps with the main resonance.

In summary, the model of the DE resonance represents the actual measurement well. Ad-
ditionally it reinforces the assumption taken in the analysis of the FMR that in IP field
configuration the ML resonance is suppressed and the hybrid ML can be modeled as CoFe
layer of a 20 nm thickness.

4.2.3. Comparison FMR and Spin Wave Resonance

If we compare the linewidth of the FMR mode and spin wave mode, we can compare the
effect of damping in the two systems. The linewidth of the spin wave resonance depending
on the frequency is taken by Lorentz fitting and extracting the FWHM field value. It is
depicted in Fig. 4.2.7.

Two regions can be identified, the first up to 15 GHz and the second above 20 GHz. This
classification is simply due to the lacking visibility of the spin wave resonance mode in Fig.
4.2.2a in the intermediate frequency range and thus the FMR linewidth is also not depicted
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Figure 4.2.7.: Linewidth of the spin wave resonance and FMR.

in this regime. The extraction of precise linewidth values has to be handled with care as
either several resonances are coincident or the present resonance smears out. Nevertheless,
a trend is visible. For small frequencies, the linewidth of the spin wave in Fig. 4.2.2a ex-
ceeds the one of the FMR in Fig. 4.2.1a and for high frequencies the values of the linewidth
are approaching each other. The linewidth of the spin wave resonances is expected to be
wave vector dependent (see Eq. 4.20). Therefore, a difference in the linewidth of FMR and
spin wave resonance is anticipated. Conclusively, for small frequencies, this means the
damping for traveling spin waves can be comparable to zero wave vector resonances and
the difference in the linewidths is still explainable. As the same material is investigated
for spin waves and FMR, the same damping effects are likely to have an effect. Addition-
ally, as slightly visible in Fig. 4.2.2, for small frequencies several spin wave resonances are
visible. This can explain the broader linewidth due to overlapping resonances and shows
the propagation of several spin waves. Their frequency is fixed by the microwave source,
namely the VNA, but several spin waves with differing wave vectors can superimpose.
For high frequencies, this effect is suppressed, thus only one most pronounced spin wave
resonance is visible, revealing the same damping as in the FMR mode.

4.3. Spin Waves in Out-of-plane Magnetized Magnetic
Multilayers

Apart from investigations in IP configuration, the hybrid ML Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.5)/
CoFe(1.17)/Ir(0.7)]6/Ru(5)/CoFe(20)/Ru(2)/Ta(2) is also investigated in OOP. The FMR in
Sec. 4.3.1 allows to receive deeper insight in the magnetic properties of the hybrid ML
and is compared to the results obtained in IP configuration. The propagating spin wave
resonance is characterized as FV mode in Sec. 4.3.2.
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4.3.1. Ferromagnetic Resonance

In similar fashion to the IP analysis, the FMR signal of the hybrid ML in OOP configuration
in Fig. 4.3.1a can be analyzed.
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Figure 4.3.1.: OOP FMR (a) Real part of background corrected measured OOP FMR. The respec-
tive resonance modes are labeled. (b) The ML and FM FMR mode is fitted by the
Kittel equation. The error bars are smaller than the symbol size. (c) The linewidth
of the ML and FM resonance.

The OOP resonances show both, the ML mode at fields from 0.2 T to 0.8 T over all depicted
frequencies and the FM mode at field magnitudes above 2.2 T. Both can be very well
described by the OOP Kittel Eq. (4.14) as linear dependence of the resonance frequency
on the field and with its slope determined by g. The part of the FM mode at fields around
2.2 T shows no perfect linear relation between frequency and field. We assume here, the
magnetization does not follow perfectly the external field and exclude the appearing of
domain formation. The magnetic field of 2.2 T also coincides with the beginning of the
saturation of the FM, thus allowing a not perfect alignment until the field increases. If the
FM would decay into domains, presumably there would be no ferromagnetic resonance
visible, as the resonance oscillations cancel each other out. The mode reaching from 0.3 T
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to 2.2 T at frequencies smaller than 6 GHz is called non-aligned mode and would meet with
the FM mode at zero frequency ideally. This deviation is explainable with a not perfect
alignment of the thin film sample in OOP orientation. This mode only appears in OOP
configuration below a certain magnetic field where the magnetization is no longer aligned
with the external field [99, 100]. The small most left mode (labeled as "*" in Fig. 4.3.1a)
below 0.2 T is a hint for skyrmion formation. It is addressed as dynamic precession of the
magnetic moments in the quasi-uniform background with existing skyrmions in it [31].
The saturation magnetization once again allows to explain the field position of resonances
at zero frequency. The ML with a saturation magnetization of approximately 0.2 T and
the FM with 2.2 T are well separated modes, which is in contrast to the IP measurement.
The visibility of the ML mode (weather to measure in IP or OOP) can be understood by
enhanced two-magnon damping effects appearing in the ML in IP. Therefore, the ML is
broadened to such an extent that it is no longer visible. In OOP, the two-magnon scattering
is suppressed, resulting in the visibility of the ML resonance.

A qualitative analysis of the resonances is done in the following. The linear correlation
between resonance field and frequency is described by Eq. (4.14) and is visible in the left
small-field ML mode and slightly in the most right FM mode starting above 2.2 T. The
slope of each mode is once again determined by the Landé-factor. The room-temperature
measurements are conducted at such high magnetic fields trying to achieve a full align-
ment of the magnetization to the externally applied field and thus an application of the
Kittel formalism. By help of this Kittel Eq. (4.14) applied on the FMR modes (see Fig.
4.3.1b) the effective magnetization and the Landé-factor can be extracted. For the FM res-
onance mode, we obtain values of µ0Meff = 2.073± 0.004 T and g = 1.442± 0.013. The ef-
fective magnetization is close to the one of other hybrid MLs [31], a g-factor smaller than
2 is unphysical. Both parameters have to be treated with care as the frequency range, in
which the FM mode exists, is small. It is cut off due to the limited maximally applicable
field of the electromagnet and the Kittel fit is only reasonable in the region of the linear
relation between resonance field and frequency. Especially the Landé-factor which rep-
resents the slope of the mode is heavily affected by the small amount of sample points.
Additionally, the maximal applied field might not have saturated the FM completely and
a perfect alignment of the sample in OOP is also not assured. Therefore, we use the ef-
fective magnetization and Landé-factor extracted from the IP Kittel fit application. The
values also describe well the FM resonance in OOP configuration. As in IP the FM mode
prevails, the extracted reasonable µ0Meff and g can be also used in the OOP measurement.
The Landé-factor of the ML mode is well comparable to other MLs with 6 repetitions of the
trilayer and the effective magnetization is near the expected value (g = 2.140± 0.006 and
µ0Meff = 0.199± 0.001 T) [31]. The deviation can be a hint for the influence of the FM onto
the ML. Analyzing the magnetic field resonance linewidth of both modes (see Fig. 4.3.1c)
shows a very small linewidth for the ML in the order of 10 mT and for the FM of down to
1 mT. This let us assume a small damping and low inhomogeneity amount in the thin film.
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4. Spin Wave Transport

Especially, the FM linewidth in OOP is smaller compared to IP. A reason is the suppressed
two-magnon scattering in OOP, which is the reason for the enhanced damping in IP.

4.3.2. Spin Wave Propagation

In OOP configuration, spin waves propagating in the film plane excite FV resonances. They
are present in our hybrid ML at field magnitudes above 2.2 T and small frequencies. Its
background corrected real part is depicted in Fig. 4.3.2 and cut off at high fields and fre-
quencies above 16 GHz due to a limited magnetic field of the measurement setup. Below
2.2 T, the mode disappears which is confirmed by applying another background correc-
tion method. This divide slice technique avoids the canceling out of signal that is constant
in frequency. Several resonances are pronounced and the strongest is visible at highest
fields. All modes reveal a small linewidth and further analysis is done by extracting the
resonance field. No modes are visible at smaller field. Because the FV mode is observed
at magnetic fields that exceed the expected field range for skyrmion formation in the ML
(max. 200 mT, see [69]), we do not expect to observe any impact of skyrmion formation on
spin wave propagation in the investigated range of magnetic fields.
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Figure 4.3.2.: Real part of measured OOP spin wave resonance with background correction.
The symbols show the fit by Kalinikos-Slavin for the respective wave vector.
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4.3. Spin Waves in Out-of-plane Magnetized Magnetic Multilayers

The analysis of the spin wave resonance frequency with respect to the field in Fig. 4.3.3a is
done by use of the Kalinikos-Slavin equation. The Eq. (4.19) is adapted to the FV geometry
and simplified [38]

ωk = γµ0

√
H0 −Ms

(
H0 −Ms

(
1− 1− e−kd

kd

))
. (4.27)

In order to explain the quantity of the resonances, we use the antenna excitation efficiency
in Fig. 4.2.5a. η(k) predicts several wave vectors at which an increased efficiency is present.
In Fig. 4.3.2, four most pronounced resonances are fitted by Eq. (4.27). The most pro-
nounced resonance at a wave vector of approximately 1 µm is also the global maximum of
η(k). The local maxima in η(k) above 1 µm are of smaller excitation efficiency compared to
the first one and of broader linewidth. Three of them can be reproduced by the visible spin
wave resonances, the remaining three maxima are either close to other maxima or rather
broad. This might result in the less visibility of their respective spin wave resonance. Over-
all, the quantitity and wave vectors of the spin wave resonances extracted by Eq. (4.27) are
well explained by the excitation efficiency of the antenna η(k).

To extract magnetic parameters in detail, the most pronounced resonance modes in Fig.
4.3.2 is analyzed. The resonance field with the largest amplitude of the magnitude of the
transmission is extracted and fitted by the Kalinikos-Slavin Eq. 4.27. The saturation mag-
netization is once again adapted for anisotropies by introducing an effective magnetiza-
tion µ0Meff = 2.070± 0.001 T and we use the theoretically predicted and in IP approved
dominantly excited wave vector k. The fit in Fig. 4.3.3a is only reasonable by using the
Landé-factor obtained by the FMR in IP, not the value obtained by the Kittel fit of the FM
mode in OOP. The effective magnetization is reproducible by both, the FMR and spin wave
resonance. The resulting analysis is depicted in Fig. 4.3.3a. The linewidth of the spin wave
resonances of a few mT are displayed in Fig. 4.3.3b to demonstrate the very sharp reso-
nances and thus ideally the small damping. As the wave vector is not kept constant during
this measurement, the linewidth does not necessarily correlate with the spin wave damp-
ing, but can simply display the change in k. Applying a fit to the resonance linewidths is
not reasonable due to the small amount of data points.

Analogue to the IP measurement, the parameters show no influence of the ML but display
the dominance of CoFe in the hybrid ML. In order to gain deeper insight into the magnetic
parameters, especially the correct Landé-factor, a measurement up to higher field magni-
tudes is required which allows to measure the full resonance. As we assume no skyrmion
formation in the field range of the observed FV mode, further investigations with another
hybrid ML might offer to investigate spin wave resonances along with skyrmion forma-
tion. The hybrid ML should have a thinner FM layer, to increase the influence of the ML.
As we assume the present FV mode to be caused by the FM, the ML resonance (inten-
sity) might by simply suppressed. Therefore, enhancing the ML contribution might allow
to also investigate the ML resonance. As seen in the OOP FMR, the ML resonances are
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4. Spin Wave Transport
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Figure 4.3.3.: Spin wave resonance analysis in OOP (a) The resonance of the spin wave is fitted
by the Kalinikos-Slavin equation in FV geometry. (b) The linewidth of the FV spin
wave resonance.

typically located at smaller magnetic fields than the FM. Consequently, a hybrid ML with
thinner FM might show ML FV resonances at smaller fields and thus in a magnetic field
region with possible skyrmion formation.
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5. Summary

This thesis focuses on the investigation of hybrid multilayers and their building blocks, the
ferromagnet (FM) and the multilayer (ML). The complex constitution of the heterostruc-
tures enables a variety of special electronic and magnetic characteristics, that we analyzed
in the context of charge and spin wave transport. In the following, the main findings are
summarized and future experiments are mentioned.

Charge Transport

The transport of charge inside a hybrid ML with a comparable thickness of ML and FM,
as well as inside its single elements FM and ML, is investigated by studying magnetore-
sistance effects. In all three sample types, contributions of the spin Hall magnetoresistance
(SMR) and the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) are detected by means of measure-
ments dependent on the orientation of the magnetic field. The assumption that these mea-
surements in three orthogonal rotation planes are not usable to clearly separate SMR and
AMR contributions are confirmed by the amplitude of the resistivity modulations. Addi-
tionally, we can solely explain the resistivity response in our hybrid ML by employing the
AMR description of ferromagnetic thin film samples with a texturing in (111)-orientation
and cubic crystal symmetry. The resistivity behavior of the hybrid ML and the FM can only
be completely modeled by including the AMR description in textured thin films, the ML
can also be described in this model. It is astonishing that also the primitive FM needs the
elaborated form of the AMR, as this has not been investigated extensively so far [62]. The
modeling of the resistivity response by the texture induced AMR allows to obtain ρAMR

i -
parameters, describing the modulation of the resistivity depending on the direction of the
applied magnetic field. Since a clear separation of the interface scattering effects and the
AMR due to a (111)-texturing requires a systematic investigation of the thickness depen-
dence of our samples, we refrain from comparing the extracted ρAMR

i -parameters for each
sample. As an additional result obtained during these measurements, we determined the
thin film shape anisotropy of Co25Fe75 (CoFe) to be higher than in bulk material. After
having explained the magnetoresistance effects in each sample on its own, we discussed
how to link the FM and ML systems to receive the resistivity response of the hybrid ML
system. This was achieved by usage of a parallel resistor model and is qualitatively as well
as quantitatively well in agreement with our experimental results. This finding supports
the assumption that there is no static interlayer exchange coupling between ML and FM in
a hybrid ML system, excluding further magnetic coupling effects.



5. Summary

Deeper insight into the configuration of magnetic moments inside a hybrid ML with a
20 nm thick FM layer, thus more dominant than the ML contribution, is received by con-
ducting magnetic field magnitude resolved measurements. The magnetic moments rotate
inside the film plane from an orientation parallel to the current direction and transverse
to it and vice versa. Only by application of the magnetic field in an out-of-plane (OOP)
direction to the film plane, the magnetic moments can be forced in OOP direction. This
underlines the in-plane (IP) easy-plane anisotropy character of the hybrid ML and thus the
anisotropy characteristics of the CoFe thin film. Thereby, the dominance of the FM over
the ML in the hybrid system is proven. The magnetic field dependent measurement also
enables an extraction of the magnetoresistance value. The values of all three sample types
are rather small compared to literature [57, 62, 65, 70]. Direct relations between the mag-
netoresistance of a hybrid ML and its single contributions from the FM and the ML are
difficult to make. This is most likely caused by the complicated influence of both SMR and
AMR in our samples. However, we found comparable values in the magnetoresistance for
our MLs, showing that the observations are general for our sample structures. Due to the
rather small signals, a strict and explicit relation of our resistivity behavior to SMR or AMR
contributions should be handled with care and we refrained from doing so in this thesis.

Spin Wave Transport

We extended our investigation of the hybrid ML to the transport of spin waves inside it.
The present sample is characterized by a thick FM layer of 20 nm. We analyzed the ob-
tained ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and spin wave resonance spectra with respect to
the external magnetic field and microwave frequency. In both measurement geometries,
IP and OOP, magnetization properties can be deduced allowing to understand the relation
between FM and ML in the hybrid ML. In IP orientation, the FM resonance prevails as the
ML resonance is weakened due to two-magnon-scattering and thus is not resolved in the
measurement. The magnetic properties as e.g. the IP easy-plane anisotropy are compara-
ble to similar hybrid MLs except for a smaller damping [31]. The spin wave resonance in
Damon-Eshbach (DE) geometry reveals a most efficiently excited wave vector consistent
with the value defined via the design of the antenna. The behavior of the resonance is very
well simulated by the susceptibility of a CoFe thin film being as thick as the FM in the
hybrid ML. The model is further expanded by weighting the susceptibility by an antenna
efficiency and an induced phase change. The simulation results are very well comparable
to the measured resonance and prove the dominance of the FM over the ML in the hybrid
ML. The FMR and spin wave resonance provide the parameters to calculate the spin wave
propagation length. The generally small value [27] is comparable to hybrid MLs of similar
constitution [31] and might be limited by scattering effects. Additionally, the spin wave
resonance measurement allows to study the antenna non-reciprocal excitation efficiency.
Comparing the FMR and spin wave resonance, the number of spin wave resonances ex-
ceeds the one of the FMR for small frequencies. At higher frequencies, this difference is
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suppressed and the damping in both systems is comparable. The several spin waves differ
by their wave vector fixed by the microwave source and can be superimposed.

In OOP configuration, the FMR of the ML and FM are visible both with small linewidths,
thus allowing us to assume a small damping and low inhomogeneity amount in the thin
film. The FM resonance reveals a not perfect alignment in OOP. An additional mode at
small magnetic fields provides a hint for skyrmion formation. The lower intensity of the
ML resonance compared to the FM resonance underlines the assumption that in IP the
visible mode is dominated by the FM. The FM mode is difficult to analyze due to a small
number of data points besides a potentially not fully saturated FM and a not perfectly
aligned sample. Nevertheless, the FM mode can be described by the magnetic parameters
extracted in the IP FMR measurement. The ML mode reveals magnetic parameters compa-
rable to MLs of similar constitution [31]. Investigating the spin wave resonance in OOP, the
forward-volume (FV) mode is well pronounced and of interestingly high quantity. Never-
theless, because the resonance is observed at magnetic fields that exceed the expected field
range for skyrmion formation in the ML, we do not anticipate to observe any impact of
skyrmion formation. The FV modes reveal a small linewidth and analogue to the IP mea-
surement, the parameters show no influence of the ML, but display the dominance of the
FM in the hybrid ML.

Outlook

In this thesis, we manage to investigate hybrid MLs with FMR modes giving a hint on
skyrmion formation. We are also able to move the spins inside the hybrid ML by applying
electrical current. This manipulation paves the way to spintronic applications as skyrmion-
based memory and logic devices. The consequent next step is to apply a charge current and
study the changing magnetic texture in detail. As the addressed skyrmions are of small
size in our hybrid MLs, magnetic optical techniques are not usable. Alternative methods
are presented in the following, allowing to create, manipulate and detect single skyrmions
[19]. In that regard, a well employed method is the examination of the spin-orbit torques
(SOTs). So far, SOTs are investigated in magnetic heterostructures in principle, but only in
less complex ML structures with fewer repetitions or fewer heavy-metal layers compared
to our samples [101, 102]. A suitable technique to characterize the SOT is a harmonic
Hall voltage measurement [103] which is feasible with our already fabricated Hall bar
structures. The appearing magnetization reversals due to the SOT can furthermore be
investigated by magnetic force microscopy, visualizing the current-induced domain wall
motion [104]. Several application-relevant aspects are already highly investigated, as a
usage of current pulses to avoid thermal instability by decreasing the device size [105].
The presented measurement techniques to investigate the SOT and thus control skyrmions
are inevitable to take a step closer to an implementation of hybrid MLs in applications.
Nevertheless, our material system is not yet fully characterized in order to exploit its full
potential.
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5. Summary

Concerning the charge transport in hybrid MLs, we had to employ the AMR description
in (111)-textured ferromagnetic thin films to understand especially the resistivity behavior
of the hybrid ML. But the FM is also better described by the use of the textured AMR
model than by the conventional polycristalline AMR description. So far, we expanded the
textured AMR up to the fourth order, which is sufficient to describe the resistivity with
suitable accuracy. Lower order fits are not adequate which is in contrast to the present
literature [62]. To increase the precision, higher order terms can be included, but this
enhances the complexity of the fit. The influence of higher orders on the resistivity has
to be studied and a trade-off between precision and simplicity of the fit has to be found.
As hardly any studies on the AMR in textured thin films exist, this topic needs further
investigation. Several sample parameters can be changed to examine their influence on
the magnetoresistance effect and to obtain a maximal impact, as the Co and Fe ratio in
the alloy or an implementation of different FM metals. To overcome the difficulty in sepa-
rating between the magnetoresistance effects, angle dependent measurements at different
temperatures may help. A dominance in the conventional AMR and SMR in different
temperature regimes has already been observed for other heterostructures [66] and might
also allow to draw a conclusion about the special AMR appearance compared to the SMR
in our hybrid MLs.

The spin wave transport in our system should receive further investigation in the OOP
measurement configuration. For the present hybrid ML with a rather thick FM layer of
20 nm, measurements at higher magnetic field magnitudes are needed to record the com-
plete resonance. Also, a change of the hybrid ML may be interesting. Decreasing the
thickness of the FM and thus allowing to reduce its dominance, might lead to spin wave
resonances induced by the ML at smaller magnetic fields. They could then be linked to
skyrmion formation. Additionally, as our presented sample structure already involves
dc current contacts, an investigation of propagating spin waves in this context and their
dependence on dc current is feasible.

Nevertheless, our presented hybrid MLs systems are now better understandable and are
definitively a promising candidate to serve as building blocks for a new generation of stor-
age and logic devices.
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A. Appendix

In the following, additional information on the theory, methods and the simulation men-
tioned in this thesis is given. It starts with an overview over the investigated samples in
Sec. A.1 and further details on the derivation of the AMR in (111)-orientated textured thin
films in Sec. A.2. Following are details on the lithography process of laser writing in Sec.
A.3 and electron beam writing in Sec. A.4. The appendix is concluded with the simulation
code on IP spin wave resonances in Sec. A.5.

A.1. Sample Overview

In this thesis, several different samples are investigated as hybrid MLs, MLs and FMs.
Herein listed is a short description and the stack sequence of the samples.

sample type stack sequence
ML1 Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.75)/CoFe(1.0)/Ir(0.45)]7

/Ru(0.9)/Ta(2)

FM1 (consisting of seed layer,
spacer layer, FM, cap layer)

Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/Ru(0.9)/CoFe(5)/Ru(2)/Ta(2)

ML1 + FM1 Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.75)/CoFe(1.0)/Ir(0.45)]7

/Ru(0.9)/CoFe(5)/Ru(2)/Ta(2)

ML1 + FM2 (thicker spacer
layer)

Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.75)/CoFe(1.0)/Ir(0.45)]7

/Ru(5)/CoFe(5)/Ru(2)/Ta(2)

ML2 + FM3 (different
trilayer and thicker FM)

Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.5)/CoFe(1.17)/Ir(0.7)]6

/Ru(5)/CoFe(20)/Ru(2)/Ta(2)

ML3 Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.5)/CoFe(1.1)/Ir(0.45)]5

/Ta(1.5)

ML4 Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.75)/CoFe(1.1)/Ir(0.45)]7

/Ru(1.5)

Table A.1.1.: Overview of samples used in this thesis.

Samples ML1, FM1 and ML1+FM1 are analyzed in Chapter 3, ML2+FM3 is used in Chapters
3 and 4. The remaining two MLs ML3 and ML4 are shortly mentioned in Chapter 3.



A. Appendix

A.2. AMR in (111)-Textured Thin Films

In the following, AMR behavior in thin films textured in fcc (111)-direction is explained.
We start with using Ohm’s law and expressing components of the electrical field strength
by components of the charge density

Ei =
3∑

k=1

ρikjk . (A.1)

The tensor ρik relates the charge current density jk and the corresponding electric field Ei

and is called resistivity. Its components can be expressed by direction cosines βi of the
charge current density

ρ =
3∑

i,k=1

wikβiβk . (A.2)

The prefactors wik of the now developed expression are functions of the direction cosines
of the magnetization of the MO with respect to the crystallographic axes. Assuming a
cubic crystal symmetry, the prefactors have to satisfy symmetry conditions with respect
to the magnetization direction cosines [106][107]. Keeping this in mind, we can derive
a resistivity tensor up to fourth order. The process is in more detail shown in the SI of
reference [62] and summarized in the following.

In order to apply an expression for the resistivity as function of direction cosines of the
magnetization to a textured polycrystalline thin film, we firstly have to transform the main
textured crystal orientations into a basis frame of a single crystal. This basis frame can
be defined via unit vectors spanned for a thin film textured in (111)-direction. It is a set
of orthogonal vectors applied on an arbitrary oriented crystal with current applied in the
(111)-plane

ĵ =

 1/
√

2 · cosφ+ 1/
√

6 · sinφ
−1/
√

2 · cosφ+ 1/
√

6 · sinφ
−2/
√

6 · sinφ

 , (A.3)

n̂ =

1/
√

3

1/
√

3

1/
√

3

 , (A.4)

t̂ =

1/
√

6 · cosφ− 1/
√

2 · sinφ
1/
√

6 · cosφ+ 1/
√

2 · sinφ
−2/
√

6 · cosφ

 . (A.5)

Relative to the new coordinate system spanned by ĵ, n̂ and t̂, the magnetization direction
cosines are defined:
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mx = mj · (1/
√

2 · cosφ+ 1/
√

6 · sinφ) +mt · (1/
√

6 · cosφ−1/
√

2 · sinφ) +mn ·1/
√

3 , (A.6)

my = mj ·(−1/
√

2 ·cosφ+1/
√

6 ·sinφ)+mt ·(1/
√

6 ·cosφ+1/
√

2 ·sinφ)+mn ·1/
√

3 , (A.7)

mz = mj · (−2/
√

6 · sinφ) +mt · (−2/
√

6 · cosφ) +mn · 1/
√

3 . (A.8)

Next is to define the cubic resistivity tensor up to fourth order in magnetization in our case
for ferromagnetic materials (see e.g. up to 5th order in reference [108])

ρ4th
cubic =

ρ11 ρ12 ρ13

ρ21 ρ22 ρ23

ρ31 ρ32 ρ33

 (A.9)

with
ρ11 =A+ Cc ·m2

x + F ·m4
x +G ·m2
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2
z ,
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z) +H ·mxmym

2
z ,
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y +H ·mxm

2
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xm

2
y .

(A.10)

As the current direction varies from grain to grain in the crystal with respect to the crys-
tallographic axes, the resistivity is not valid for the entity of the crystal so far. Averaging
over all crystal orientations solves this problem. The obtained result is the longitudinal
resistivity ρlong. We further use the constraint m2

j +m2
t +m2

n = 1 to simplify additionally

ρlong =
1

2π

∫ 2π

φ=0

(
ĵ ◦ ρ4th

cubic ◦ ĵ
)
dφ

=
1

36

(
36A+ 18Dc+ 10F +G+ 2H + 2 · (−15Dc+ 8F + 2G+H) ·m2

n

− (22F +G+ 8H) ·m4
n − 4 · (6Dc+ 2F −G+H + (4 · (F +G)−H) ·m2

n) ·m2
t

− 6Cc · (−3 +m2
n + 2m2

t )
)
.

(A.11)
Equation (A.11) is further simplified by joining the prefactors of each magnetization pro-
jection

ρlong = ρ0 + ρ1m
2
j + ρ2m

2
n + ρ3m

4
n + ρ4m

2
nm

2
j , (A.12)
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with the coefficients

ρ0 =
1

36
(36A+ 6Cc− 6Dc+ 2F + 5G− 2H) ,

ρ1 =
1

9
(3Cc+ 6Dc+ 2F −G+H) ,

ρ2 =
1

18
(3Cc− 3Dc+ 4F − 8G+ 5H) ,

ρ3 =
1

12
(−2F + 5G− 4H) ,

ρ4 =
1

9
(4F + 4G−H) .

(A.13)

Depending on the respective measurement geometries, these prefactors can be specified.
For each geometry the vector of m can be expressed in terms of projections onto the coor-
dinate system:

mIP =

mj

mt

mn

 =

cos(α)

sin(α)

0

 , (A.14)

mOOPJ =

mj

mt

mn

 =

 0

sin(β)

cos(β)

 , (A.15)

mOOPT =

mj

mt

mn

 =

sin(γ)

0

cos(γ)

 . (A.16)

Inserting this in Eq. (A.12) allows to define the expected expressions for each measurement
geometry:

ρIP
long = ρ0 + ρ1 cos2(α) , (A.17)

ρOOPJ
long = ρ0 + ρ2 cos2(β) + ρ3 cos4(β) , (A.18)

ρOOPT
long = ρ0 + ρ1 sin2(γ) + ρ2 cos2(γ) + ρ3 cos4(γ) + ρ4 cos2(γ) sin2(γ) . (A.19)

A.3. Laser Lithography Parameters

Before fabricating Hall bar samples, we conducted several tests to optimize the laser lithog-
raphy process. The aim was to achieve as small as possible written structures with suffi-
cient precision in a most efficient fabrication procedure. We developed the fabrication such
as the fine conducting lines of the Hall bar are of reasonable appearance. We could solve
the breaking of fine structures as well as reducing the amount of impurities on the sub-
strate. The writing process itself is improved concerning the writing precision and time.
Thus, in order to fabricate Hall bars (see Sec. 2.2.1), the following steps are taken:
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A.4. Electron Beam Lithography Parameters

cleaning - Aceton 120 s, level 9
- Aceton 120 s, level 9
- IPA 60 s, level 9
- IPA 60 s, level 9

prebake 120 °C, 300 s

adhesion promoter
"TI Prime"

- spin coating 4000rpm, 20 s
- bake 120 °C, 120 s
- cooling with nitrogen gun

photoresist
"AZ MIR 701"

- 170 µl
- spin coating 6000rpm, 60 s
- bake 90 °C, 90 s

laserwriter - laser power to focus 120 µW
- exposure energy 90 mJ cm−2

- focus offset 2 V
- substrate height 0.514 mm
- spot size: high resolution, attenuation: high reduction
- project settings: maximal velocity 10 mm s−1, maximal accel-

eration 500 mm s−2, maximal jerk 5000 mm s−3, PWM spacing
20 nm, blending activated, blend tolerance 0.2 µm

- writing laser settings (allows for cross check of set parameters):
current threshold 31 mA, maximal power 70 µW to 150 µW,
maximal current 95 mA

bake 110 °C, 90 s

developer
"AZ 726 MIF"

- 60 s, constant movement
- cleanse with H2O two times

sputter deposition
lift-off - Aceton 70 °C, approx. 5 min

- blow with pipette
- if needed: ultrasonic bath at max level 2
- clean with IPA

A.4. Electron Beam Lithography Parameters

For fabrication of smaller structures than needed for Hall bars, electron beam writing was
used. The writing parameters are taken from already existing recipes at the institute. The
following steps are needed to take for the fabrication of markers, of the hybrid ML stripe
in the center and of antennas with contact pads. The final structures are presented in detail
in Sec. 2.2.2.

cleaning - Aceton 120 s, level 9
- Aceton 120 s, level 9
- IPA 60 s, level 9
- IPA 60 s, level 9

electron beam
lithography resist
"PMMA 33%"
(AR-P 617.08)

- 30 µl
- spin coating 4000rpm, 60 s
- bake 170 °C, 120 s
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electron beam
writing

- base dose 6.5 C m−2

- beam current increases with size of structure
- multipliers: contact pads 0.7, multilayer strip 1.0, markers and

antennas 1.0
develop
"AR600-56"

- 120 s, constant movement
- cleaning with IPA 30 s

sputter deposition
developer
"AZ 726 MIF"

- 60 s, constant movement
- cleanse with H2O two times

sputter deposition
lift-off - Aceton 70 °C, approx. 15 min

- blow with pipette
- if needed: ultrasonic bath at max level 1
- clean with IPA

A.5. In-plane Spin Wave Resonance Simulation

Herein presented is the Mathematica code of the simulation of the DE resonance mode of
a 20 nm thick CoFe thin film.

In-plain spin wave resonance simulation

ClearAll["Global`*"];
Introduce constants and parameters; define also dimensions of CPW antenna:

parameters = 0 4 10-7, B 9.27400968 × 10-24, 1.05457173 × 10-34,
A 20, 0Ms 2.1, d 20, 1.4 * 10^-2, g 2.023, 2 ;

parametersCPW1 = {widthcc 1.8, widthgr 0.9, gap 0.75};
A: exchange constant [pJm-1]

0Ms: saturation magnetization [T]
d: film thickness [nm]

: damping parameter 
g: Landé-factor 

: angle between IP field and spin wave propagation direction
0H: externally applied magnetic field [T]

f: frequency [GHz] via =2 f
k: wave vector m-1

widthcc, widthgr, gap [µm]

Introduce definitions:

= g B / ;

dist = widthcc 2 + widthgr 2 + gap;

Define fields in T:

Bxdip = 0Ms * 1 - -k*d*103 k * d * 103 ;

Bydip = 0Ms * 1 - 1 - -k*d*103 k * d * 103 Sin[ ]2;
Bex = 2 * A * k2 0Ms 0 ;

Invert inverted susceptibility and take first element of it:

Susceptibility[f_, 0H_, k_] =
Inverse 0H 0 + Bex 0 + Bxdip 0 + * * 0 * , - * 0 * ,* 0 * , 0H 0 + Bex 0 + Bydip 0 + * * 0 * [[

1, 1]] /. 2 * 109 * f ;

Integrate over all wave vectors:

IntSusceptibility[f2_, 0H2_] := NIntegrate[Susceptibility[f2, 0H2, k] /. parameters,{k, 0, 30}, MinRecursion 8, WorkingPrecision 10]
Antenna efficiency of CPW-antenna (source: L. Liensberger):
a) First, define HeavisidePi:

g[x_, w_] := HeavisidePi[x / w] ;

b) Define antenna:

h[x_] =
Convolve[g[y, widthcc], DiracDelta[y - 0], y, x] + (* center conductor *)
0.5 Convolve[g[y, widthgr], -DiracDelta[y - dist], y, x] + (* left ground plane *)
0.5 Convolve[g[y, widthgr], -DiracDelta[y + dist], y, x] (* right ground plane *);
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c) Fourier Transform this antenna configuration:

j1[x_] = h[x] /. parametersCPW1;

Antennaefficiency1[k_] = 2 Pi Abs[FourierTransform[j1[x], x, k]];
Change of propagation phase (source: Wang, Chen et al., Nano Res. 2020):

Phi[k_] = Sin[k * dist] /. parametersCPW1;

Final susceptibility as product of antenna efficiency (squared due to two antennas) and susceptibility:

WeightedSusceptibility[k_, f_, 0H_] = Simplify[
Antennaefficiency1[k] * Antennaefficiency1[k] * Susceptibility[f, 0H, k] * Phi[k]];

WeightedSusceptibility[k, f, 0H] /. parameters;

Int[f0_, 0H0_] := NIntegrate[WeightedSusceptibility[k, f0, 0H0] /. parameters,{k, 0, 30}, MinRecursion 8, WorkingPrecision 10]

2     TSWS_IP_2D-Scan_final3.nb
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